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WELCOME

PRESIDENT HARVEY G. STENGER, THE BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY COUNCIL, FACULTY, ALUMNI AND STUDENTS OF BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, ARE HONORED BY YOUR PRESENCE AT SPRING 2021 COMMENCEMENT.
GRADUATES, PARENTS AND FRIENDS:

Commencement is always the highlight of the academic year, especially for the students we are honoring, but also for their friends and family who supported them on their educational path. Faculty and staff, too, share in the excitement that Commencement inspires.

The Class of 2021 has had a college experience virtually unparalleled in the University’s history. COVID-19 interrupted the rhythms and rituals of the academic year, sending students home and requiring the mastery of new remote learning skills. The members of the Class of 2021 proved resilient and capable and have reached the culmination of their academic careers at Binghamton, stronger for the obstacles they have had to overcome.

Our graduates have gained the experiences and knowledge that their careers and future engagements will demand of them. Ours is a campus where students learn by doing, and our graduates have already proven themselves — winning prestigious case competitions and grants, publishing papers that have gained acclaim from scientists and scholars, and bettering their communities through hands-on internships and practicums.

Outside the classroom, they have embraced their responsibilities as active members of the community. They’ve raised funds to combat deadly disease, provided food for the hungry, taught younger students in local schools and traveled across the globe to work with and learn from their international peers. Our graduates have learned the practical, technical and professional skills that will enable success throughout their careers.

But, most important, Binghamton University has provided the foundation in the liberal arts and participation in a diverse and international student body that gives all our students the understanding and perspectives they need to address the challenges we face in society today and in the coming decades.

We saw this most clearly over the past year, as the Class of 2021 stepped up to the challenges posed by a world-wide pandemic, and their response will serve as an example for future classes — diving into the challenges of remote learning, designing 3D-printed nozzles for much-needed respirators, volunteering for COVID-testing sites and bringing food to isolated members of the community. Throughout, the Class of 2021 has risen to the moment.

So let’s applaud the achievements of a remarkable group of students and recognize the many faculty and staff who helped guide, mentor and challenge them. And most of all, let us celebrate the families and friends whose support was crucial in this most challenging year.

Again, I congratulate our graduates. As scholars and engaged citizens, they are now ready to apply their talents “in the real world.” I know that whatever the future holds for them, they leave Binghamton with a strong foundation for success.

It has been a pleasure to witness the achievements of the Class of 2021. Graduates, thank you for choosing Binghamton University and I hope that you will remain engaged with your alma mater.

Sincerely,

Harvey G. Stenger
President
This page in the Commencement program isn’t large enough to list all of the challenges you’ve been through since last March. Although the past 14 months have been difficult and the future can never be certain, there is one very positive point to focus on: You persevered and graduated! I’m incredibly proud of you and what you’ve accomplished, and I hope you feel tremendous pride as well.

Did you know that when you graduate, you automatically become a member of the Alumni Association? You’re now part of a powerful network of more than 143,000 people around the world. And it’s a resource you can tap into for your entire lifetime. Moving to a new city? Reach out to Binghamton alumni. Looking to change jobs or careers? Reach out to Binghamton alumni. Networking is one of the most important skills you can develop, and it can pay off immensely.

We have many ways you can stay connected to the University and other alumni. Once the celebrations are done and you have some down time, check out our pages on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, and be sure to join the Alumni Association’s LinkedIn group. Keep your personal information up to date in the online alumni directory so you’re always in the loop about alumni events in your area. All of these are available through binghamton.edu/alumni.

Don’t forget to join us in October for Homecoming. Whenever you’re on campus, make the Alumni Center the first place you visit.

Congratulations on all you’ve accomplished at Binghamton University! I’m excited for you beyond words, and hope you’ll stay connected with us. Wherever you go, Binghamton is always a part of you, and you’re always a part of Binghamton.

Kimberly Faber
Executive Director of Alumni Engagement
VIRTUAL COMMENCEMENT
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Pamela A. Mischen, Platform Party Marshal, Associate Professor, Public Administration, Faculty Advisor to the President
JoAnn J. Navarro ’93, MBA ’02, Vice President for Operations
Donald G. Nieman, Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, Interim Dean, Graduate School
Mario R. Ortiz, Dean, Decker College of Nursing and Health Sciences
Brian T. Rose, Vice President for Student Affairs
Bahgat Sammakia, Vice President for Research, Distinguished Professor, Mechanical Engineering
Krishnaswami Srihari, Dean, Thomas J. Watson College of Engineering and Applied Science, Distinguished Professor, Systems Science and Industrial Engineering
Maureen D. Wilson, Binghamton University Council
ORDER OF EXERCISES

CEREMONY OPENING
Grand Marshal Dixon

NATIONAL ANTHEM
“The Star-Spangled Banner,” John Stafford Smith, arr. Daniel Fabricius
Vocal performance by Kelsey Watts

PRESIDENT’S REMARKS
Harvey G. Stenger

PROVOST’S REMARKS
Donald G. Nieman

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION REMARKS
Mary Beth Curtin

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Provost Nieman

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
President Stenger

ALMA MATER
“In the Rolling Hills of Binghamton,” words by Xin Engel, music by David Engel ’86, arr. Daniel Fabricius (lyrics on the back cover)
Vocal performance by Kelsey Watts

CEREMONY CLOSING
Grand Marshal Dixon

PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES
“Pomp and Circumstance,” Theme from “March No. 1,” Edward Elgar, arr. Clare Grundman (edited for adaptable band by Daniel Fabricius)

BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY WIND SYMPHONY
Conductor — Daniel Fabricius

“STAR-SPANGLED BANNER” AND ALMA MATER
Vocal solo — Kelsey Watts
Flute — Mary Campbell
Clarinets 1 — Carrie Hathaway, Julia Rubino
Bass clarinet — Tyler Seccafico
Trumpets 1 — Paul Barber, Richard Mella
Horn — Justin Kersh
Trombones 1 — Calvin Wetzel, Greg Wolosen
Tuba — Brianna Palumbo
Percussion — Leif Haley

“POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE”
Flute — Mary Campbell
Oboe — Tess Telang
Clarinets 1 — Carrie Hathaway, Julia Rubino
Bass clarinet — Tyler Seccafico
Alto saxophone — Shannon Doherty
Trumpets 1 — Paul Barber, Richard Mella
Horn — Joe Kvar
Trombones 1 — Calvin Wetzel, Greg Wolosen
Tuba — Brianna Palumbo
COLLEGE OF COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

DEAN LAURA R. BRONSTEIN

SCHOOL MARSHALS

Ewuraba Annan, Department of Human Development, MS Human Rights Program
Stacey-Ann Gordon, Department of Social Work, BSW Program, Department of Human Development

DEPARTMENT MARSHALS

Veronica Agyapomaa, Department of Social Work, MSW Program
Christine Gallagher, Department of Teaching, Learning and Educational Leadership
Amberlee “Skylar” Joseph, Department of Human Development, MS Human Rights Program
Thomas Lewis, Department of Public Administration
Katelan Martinez, Department of Student Affairs Administration
Justin Jabari Randolph, Department of Human Development, BS HDEV Program
Bethany Ward, Department of Social Work, BSW Program
Alumni Message

Ada Robinson-Perez, PhD ’19
Assistant Professor, Social Work

As a social worker involved in direct practice and community organizing for over 20 years in this region, I have always enjoyed a good challenge! Earning my PhD in Community Research in Action from Binghamton University was certainly one of the most significant challenges of my life. However, soon after my dissertation defense in November 2019, I would experience the greatest loss of my life followed by a global pandemic that turned life completely upside down for me (and us all). Inspired by a quote from Maya Angelou, I learned that I may be changed by my circumstances but I refuse to be broken or reduced by them. In my reflection, I am so grateful for my proverbial “village” that has provided me with relentless support during and after my doctoral journey. My village of support includes my phenomenal family and a circle of friends and colleagues, underpinned by my faith. Who is in your village? Who inspires you? It is critical that we value those who are with us today and that we not forget those who have gone on before us.

Our accomplishments are never achieved in a vacuum. I had the pleasure of being under the tutelage of my advisor, the late Lubna Chaudhry, for over five years. Her legacy as a great feminist scholar and activist inspired me to use my voice in my scholarship to center and uplift the voices of those marginalized. She was an unapologetic advocate and refused to allow her students to give up on themselves. I was also inspired by the lives of research-activists, Lisa Blitz, with whom I co-taught in my first doctoral year, and my colleague and friend, Dominic Davy, with whom I shared many laughs and meals during conference travels. I have to believe that great tragedy can propel us forward to achieve great success, especially when we give of ourselves to serve those in need. I am proud to be an alumna of Binghamton University and pleased that I can continue to give back to the social work profession as an assistant professor, here in the Department of Social Work.

This has been a turbulent year of losses. This has also been a year of legacy to remind us of the power of purpose, the need for resistance and the importance of persistence as we move forward as a community of thriving scholars.

Congratulations to the CCPA Class of 2021! You did it! Be proud and as Dr. Blitz often told me… “KEEP GOING!”
CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED STUDIES AND MASTER’S DEGREES

ADVANCED CERTIFICATE IN COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
Luann Franklin Kida**

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES IN ADOLESCENCE SPECIAL EDUCATION
Annie Rose Darling

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDIES IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Jennifer Renée Bittler**
Heather Casterline*
Gianni Salvatore Cordisco**
Thomas Curry**
Danielle Fenner*
Kristy Suanne Gault**
Elena Victoria Longo**
Matthew A. Mastropietro
Carla Ann Murray
Kerry Jeanne Zostant*

CERTIFICATE IN CLINICALLY RICH INTENSIVE TEACHER INSTITUTE IN TESOL
Denise Elaine Gillin**
Clifford Frederick Heller**
Lisa Christine Saka**
Margaret Lyon Smith**

CERTIFICATE IN GENOCIDE AND MASS ATROCITY PREVENTION
Sarah Frederique Prentice**
Gena Elizabeth Rising

CERTIFICATE IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT
Christian Allen Brown**
Steven Darby
Joshua A. Kleinwaks
Amy Ferrara Perry
Jennifer E. Redenback
Michael Patrick Sherman
Samantha J. Walsh

CERTIFICATE IN NON-PROFIT ADMINISTRATION
Bridge Marie Barron
Aubrey Baranowski
Marisa Julia Bevilacqua
Francesca Marie Bové
Alex D. Burlingame**
Jhon Roger Cotrina Alfaro
Julia DiCristofaro
Christina Fuller
Sophia Nadine Geringswald
Rebecca Margalit Grossman
Edmond Kai Sing Loi**
Isabel Faith Londono
Benice Mach**
Gerard Rocco Martusciello**
Auriluz Pachecho Mejia
Daniel Mirsky
Hannah Elizabeth Scalise
Lucia Searles
Bailey Shirk
Marni Stemple
Robyn Ann Vernon
Alexander Jude Vignali**
Qingqing Wang**
Kaylee S. Wasco
Casey Lynne Velvertone
Alexandra Caroline Yoest
Bethany Maloney
Cordelia Lilith Nowak**
Matthew Anthony Pinto**
Andrea Lynn Shields**

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING IN SOCIAL STUDIES ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION, 7-12
Peyton Aliq**
David R. Brickman**
Annie Rose Darling**
Sean J. Dee**
Steven Joseph DeNardo**
Nicole Rose DiBenedetto**
Kortnee Blair Gilmore**
Brenna Nicole Langett**
Gabrielle Jaina Lau**
Zachary Kevin Ossit**
Daniel Alex Robertson**
Liam J. Rodden**
Snur M. Shukri***
Kevin Joseph Smith**

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING IN SPANISH ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION, 7-12
Janna L. Bickoff
Katherine Paules**
Rachel Tomei**

MASTER OF ARTS, TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES
Adrian D. Antonio
Laura Anne Dohner
Sarah Rochelle Howe
Jinghan Li**
Mengxuan Liu**

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Rafsanjani Ibn-Sadiq AbduShahid
Hajarat Adewole
Domenico Angerosa**
Laila Amin
Bridge Marie Baker
Aubrey Lynne Baranowski
Miranda J. Benardes†
Marisa Julia Bevilacqua
Samantha Ann Beyar**
Francesca Marie Bové
Christian Allen Brown**
Kayleigh Elizabeth Bugalla**
Alex D. Burlingame**
Albert Hyung-Sung Choi
Steven Orozco Darby
Julia DiCristofaro
Nina Mae Drake
Megan E. Foglia**
Christina Jo E. Fuller
Emily Katherine Fusco
Brian Garcia**
Sophia Nadine Geringswald
Ashley J. Gonzalez Melo
Rebecca Margalit Grossman
Alex Taylor Hirsch
Emma Harrow Hirsch
Seth Aaron Jacobus**
Joy Jerome
Stacey Kershansha Julius
Angella Kim
Joshua A. Kleinwaks
Erin Elizabeth Law**
Thomas E. Lewis
Edmond Kai Sing Loi**
Isabel Faith Londono
Kelly Low
Benice Mach**
Brooke Morgan Malloy
Kateland Ann Martinez
Gerard Rocco Martusciello**
Miranda Lynn Matarazzo**
Trevor James McClendon
Daniel Mirsky
Nicole Ann Monk
Kirkland Ntow
Xiomara Ashley Ortiz**
Yumi Otsu
Amy Perry
Sarah B. Pincus
Sarah Frederique Prentice**
Michael Prior
Jennifer E. Redenback
Perla Shanira Reyes Maldonado
Gena Elizabeth Rising
Hannah Elizabeth Scalise
Aaron Judah Schwartz
Kamryn Shaun Elizabeth Scott
Joseph Jacques Seif
Michael Patrick Sherman
Bailey K. Shirk
Gillian Sara Sloan**
Marni Stemple
Robyn Ann Vernon
Alexander Jude Vignali**
Samantha J. Walsh
Qingqing Wang**

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
Ashley Rose Tabuntschikow**
Samantha Ann Skozlas*
Britnini Jo Merrill**
Meghan Elizabeth McCabe*
Cassandra Marie Manchester
Diane Kelsey LeRoy
Kelsey Elizabeth Klein**
Samantha Lynn Guth
Ashley Nicole Gay**
Jaime Vincent Davis**

EDUCATION IN LITERACY
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
EDUCATION, 1-6
CHILDHOOD SPECIAL
IN EDUCATION IN
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Kali Victoria Ryan
Erin Deirdre O’Donnell
Carolyn Marie Gosney
Jessica A. Duff
Olivia Alexandra Dennison
Samantha Nicole DeCicco
Benjamin Carl Forsstrom Cohen
Michael J. Carr
Alyssa Yvonne Abrash
Bailey R. Abernethy
Ozge Girit Heck
Megan E. Foglia**
Sean Patrick Dollard
Sebastian David DeCrescenzo
Shannon Marie Ketzak

Masters of Science in Education in Literacy Education, Birth-6
Brian Michael Warm
Kaylee S. Wasco†
Andrea Mary Wittman
Julia Wood**
Chen Wu
Casey Lynne Yelverton**
Alexandra Caroline Yoest

Masters of Science in Educational Studies
Edward Louis Fabrizio II
Scott Alan French
Yucen Jiang

Masters of Science in Education in Childhood and Early Childhood Literacy Education, Birth-6
Stephanie M. Ross
Emily Christine Sterns
Naomi L. Stolarczyk

Masters of Science in Education in Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education, Birth-6
Bailey R. Abernethy
Alyssa Yvonne Abrash
Michael J. Carr
Benjamin Carl Forsstrom Cohen
Samantha Nicole DeCicco
Olivia Alexandra Dennison
Jessica A. Duff
Carolyn Marie Gosney
Erin Deirdre O’Donnell
Kali Victoria Ryan

Masters of Science in Education in Childhood Special Education, 1-6
Meghan Isabelle Ray

Masters of Science in Education in Literacy Education, Birth-6
Jaime Vincent Davis**
Ashley Nicole Gay**
Samantha Lynn Guth
Kelsey Elizabeth Klein**
Diane Kelsey LeRoy
Cassandra Marie Manchester
Meghan Elizabeth McCabe’
Brittini Jo Merrill”
Samantha Ann Skozlas*
Ashley Rose Tabuntschikow**

Masters of Science in Education in Literacy Education, 5-12
Brittany Nicole Hagerman**

Masters of Science in Education in Mathematics Adolescence Education, 7-12
Gina Marie Anasagasti”
Jake M. DeRobertis”
Christopher Cecil Gossage”
Yaqian Mei”
Luke Charles Mischo”
Ugwuogo Ude Onwuka Jr.”
Kate Louise Reilly”

Masters of Science in Education in Social Studies Adolescence Education, 7-12
Ian Andrew Roll

Masters of Science in Education in Special Education, Birth-6
Chelsey Rae Davis
Shannon Marie Ketzak

Masters of Science in Human Rights
Ewuraba M. Annan
Katherine Ellen Coleman”
Danielle Nicole Díaz
Eden Rose Fernandez
Devin Henderson
A. Skylar Joseph”
Nicole Karafian”
Louis Salvatore LaSpina”
Anna Nicole Maison
Savannah Elizabeth Anton Markel”
Auriluz Pacheco
Qrri Ray
Sarah Samson”
Jamie Asare Ziegler

Masters of Science in Student Affairs Administration
Rafsanjani Ibn-Sadiq AbduShahid
Domenico Antonio Angerosa
Marisa Julia Bevilacqua
Elizabeth Conrad”
Sebastian David DeCrescenzo
Sean Patrick Dollard
Megan E. Foglia”
Ozge Girit Heck
Michael Thomas Gole
Ashley Nicole Harris’
Alicia Quinn Hibbard”
Michael James Jeffers
Quaine Kersel Joseph”
Angella NamHée Kim
Kayla Theresa LaVoice”
Aerotine Gabriella MacWhinnie”
Brandon Cornelius Manning
Katelan Ann Martinez
Trevor James McClenon
Justin Matthew Neretich”
Princess Oluwamayokun Odus
Mack Eric Ottens
Sarah Frederique Prentice”
Callan Liianne Robinson”
Brian Carl Roth
Pierre Leopold Farr
Hannah Elizabeth Scalice
Ellen Patricia Vibbard
Brian Michael Warm
Rachel Leah Weintrob””
Mikayla Lynn Weston”
Emma Lee Whittaker
Coda Enigma Sacha Winters”

Masters of Social Work
Hajarat Adewole
Veronica Agyapomaa
Jessica Ann Aurelio”
Deirdre Anne Ballard
Miranda Jean Benardes
Carrie Ann Benford
Lacey Benjamin”
Jamie Lyn Bercaw”
Samuel Blackman Boyles
Michael D. Burt
Sam Taylor Burchard
Kristin Shawn Colbert”
Lily Elizabeth Trumble Coots
Alexander J. Craver”
Brooke Paige Deckett
Elliot J. Deppe
Kimberly Michele DeVinne”
Vivien Maria Dikeakou
Talia R. Dolny-Lipsy
Nina Mae Drake
Paige Skylar Dufresne
Taylor Suzanne Earle
Colin Patrick Ellsworth”
Kayla Marie Fenty
Emily Friedman
Inda Victoria Gillett
Kendall Hanrahan
Brian Dennis Haptonstahl
Brittany Elizabeth Hawkins”

Heather Lynn Heavey”
Chelsea Marie Henige
Alexi A. Hinton”
Kelly Elizabeth Hull
Atiyana Estella Cumi Ivy
Zainab Ajimwum Jimoh
Adam Sylvester Kentile
Sarah Grace Kneebis
Emily Rose Laubert
Zitouni Layachi
Rosemarie K. Lenz
Fabienne Marie Lescoufflair
Stacy Elaine Licandrello
Julia Christine Litman
Aletha Lockett
Edgar Joel Lopez
Chelsea Nicole Macmillan
Nicole Mallett Wilson
Brooke Morgan Malloy
Katherine Yafreisy Marte
Sarah Louise Constable Matt
Morgan Joy McGregor”
Elizabeth Raine McLain
Phoebe Rose Meier”
Maria Teresa Murphy”
Erin Lou Myers
Melissa Naylor
Sha-Niyah Angel Ortiz
Kirsten R. Parry
Anthony Giani Penaherrera””
Irina E. Peress
Emma Rose Rauil
Sarah Elizabeth Richer
Emma Lee Rigo”
Nicole Susanne Rigotti
Brandi Leigh Robinson
Dallas J. Rockwell
Angela Maria Sager
Mary Anna Sedlacek
Megan Marie Sellers
Gabriella Kate Seymour
Tammy Louise Bennington Shapiro”
Nicole Ellen Sheehan
Karlee Theresa Shibley
Megan A. Shurtleff
Sarah Cotter Smith
Virginia Marie Smith
Christina Marie Sparacio
Christopher Michael Storch I
Francesca Telarucci
Amanda Elizabeth Tolentino
Nora C. Truitt
Mark Anthony Vazquez””
Tara Joy Warrick Johnson
Emma Christine Weiss
Kaylee Paige Wescott
Octavia D. Wright
Maxine M. Clarke-Wright””

College of Community and Public Affairs
## CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
- Aneesa Rose Addarich
- Kaylie Gail Amoriello
- Alexis A. Anderson
- Julia Brooke Anderson
- Dion Andracchio
- Ewuraba M. Annan
- Carly Michelle Arenson
- Jacob Alec Aronson
- Natali Avshalomov
- Tykeem Kobina Banini
- Christian J. Barrett
- Christina Marie Bartelli
- Abimaelie Belizaire
- Emma Louise Benson
- Yael Berger
- Melissa Lauren Bezzina
- Emily Leah Blank
- Crystal Boatseng Botweh
- Rebecca Faith Bond
- Rebecca Brown-Weinstock
- Kevin James Burket
- Melinda Christine Byrne
- Alison Marie Carr
- Jan Nicole Castillo
- Ashley Ceballo
- Charlotte Eve Chapman
- Kimberly Cheung
- Hannah Chiappisi
- Hong Ju Choi
- Jack Ryan Christie
- Anjali Yauvanie Chunasamy
- Gabrielle Alana Cohn
- Rachel M. Compton-Monnell
- Victoria Rachel Coozoo
- Liz Marie De Jesus
- Kaitlin Samantha Dean
- Gina C. DeAngelo
- Madison Rose DellaRocca
- Sarah Elizabeth Dibble
- Julia Mary DiCristofaro
- Kimori Du
- Caroline Elizabeth Duffy
- Alexis Michaela Rose Ector
- Madison Sara Einhorn
- Ashley M. Epstein
- Jessica Eweka
- Maleah Nicole Farr
- Jaclyn Amanda Fastenau
- Aleisha Angelik Febus Fernandez
- Jennifer Ferline
- Samantha Christine Ferry
- Jessica Lisseth Flores
- Heather Marie Franklin
- Elyn M. Freeley
- AnnaMaria Fronimakis
- Daniel Michael Gabel
- Laquan Garvey
- Katherine Gennarelli
- Halley Tikva Gerber
- Amielle Maya Gibson
- Catherine Marie Going
- Alexandra Gonzalez
- Emily Michelle Goodman
- Stacey-Ann Jada Gordon
- Rebecca (Reck) Gore
- Alexandria Danielle Grady
- Kallie Lynn Graver
- Hanna K. Greenwald
- Hannah Emanuelle Gulko
- Hannah Rose Haber
- Honora E. Harris
- Kara Elise Hausmann
- Erica Brooke Heffez
- Chloe Elizabeth Hettering
- Madison Hughes Hilton
- Kersten Olivia Himman
- Leanne Hillary Hope
- Katelyn Theresa Houghtalen
- Brooke Howell
- Sara Hsu
- Jose Steve Igleias
- Alyssa Paige Innamorato
- Khaleel A. James
- Tisue Jean-Baptiste
- Deandra Jenkins
- Kezia Mary Johnson
- Samantha Jones
- Benedict William Kane
- Jonathan Dong Heon Kim
- Jonathan Kong
- Carisa Lau
- Emily Leibowitz
- Kimberly Sarah Lencher
- Madelyn Rose Levine
- Jenny Li
- Franco Lidzki
- Kaitlynn Taylor Liriano
- Melissa Minying Liu
- Hannah I. Loffman
- Maya Lord-Dagogistino
- Eliana Y. Lubofsky
- Kaitlyn Yan Wen Luk
- Nicole Marie Madison
- Munza Mahmood
- Brianna Lena Manginelli
- Victoria Noel Markham
- Adelta L. Mathurin
- Amanda Morgan Mazur
- Morgan Maureen McKenna
- Mary-Emma Rose McRae
- Faith Catherine Medina
- Abigail Rose Melillo
- Jenna Marie Metritakis
- Alexandra Middendorf
- Lauren Ashley Moerler
- Charlotte Grace Monsour
- Shannon Reilly Moore
- Monica-Grace Mukendi
- Rebecca Mulderry
- Jon-Nicholas Edwin Muller
- Abigail Nicole Neale
- Amber L. Newton
- Yerlin Raquel Nuesi
- Joel Francisco Nunez
- Nicole S. Odinsky
- Yukali Okkotsu
- Toni Gabrielle Oppenheim
- Matthew Robert Osborne
- Shuxin Pang
- Ananda Aurora Parris
- Jorwell Wellington Perez
- Lacey Eve Pesko
- Casey Phelan
- Miriam Elisheva Pincus
- Brooke Taylor Powell
- Lyndsay Katherine Rose Powell
- Betina J. Puliafico
- Lainie A. Purugganan
- Justin Jabari Randolph
- Sarah Angel Rivera
- Shelby C. Ro
- Sarah Michelle Rockitter
- Garrett Armand Rodas
- Azalea D. Rodgers
- Briae M. Romano
- Christina Ann Roth
- Sydney Lonnelle Rude
- Alyssa Zoila San Andres
- Molly M. Scanlon
- Riley Nicole Scheir
- Christopher Scheel
- Sarah Katherine Schild
- Hannah Faye Schlesinger
- Juliette F. Schmidt
- Samantha Michele Scocozza
- Grace Anne Seymour
- Cameron Eve Sharlach
- Aliana Elizabeth Sheers
- Kaitlyn A. Smolar
- Lifu Song
- Anthony John Sparacio Jr.
- Claudia Mackenzie Spellacy
- Elisabeth C. Spindler
- Holly Linda Swimm
- Megan Britania Tapia Ramirez
- Caitlin Amanda Tedaldi
- Jaclyn Margherite Terranova
- Elise A. Tevere
- Maya Sarah Tipiere
- Kendyl Elizabeth Tokar
- Leah Elizabeth Tompkins
- Rose S. Ulaner
- Cecilia Jane Utzig
- Maja Wahlquist
- Jasmine A. Walker
- Griffin S. Wallack
- Carby L. Wasserman
- Gal Weiss
- Robin Michelle Weiss
- Hannah J. White
- Phillip Wolfe
- Caitlin Clark West
- Catherine Yoo
- Alina M. Young
- Hailey Claire Zion

### BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
- Sari Bochner
- Kyle L. Brooks
- Savannah Rose Colliton
- Athena Maria Donnelly
- Serina Elliott
- Stacey-Ann J. Gordon
- Jonathan Asher Holtz
- Allison Jennifer Laffey
- Sarah Rose Leirey
- Yanice Carolin Ortiz
- Katherine M. Ralph
- Alexa Maria Siderakis
- Joelle Silverman
- Amanda Haley Solomon
- Leila Squier
- Benjamin Manly Stewart
- Mia Mae Tucker
- Bethany Grace Ward
- Kailey Grace Williams

---

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021*
DECKER COLLEGE OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

DEAN MARIO R. ORTIZ

SCHOOL MARSHAL
Jodi Sutherland

FACULTY MARSHAL
Rosemary Collier

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH STUDENT MARSHAL
Aysha Bhutta

GRADUATE STUDENT MARSHAL
Janean Eastman, MS Family Nurse Practitioner Program

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT MARSHAL
Alyssa Vilda, traditional program
It is my honor to represent my fellow students in the Decker College of Nursing and Health Sciences. I thank those at Binghamton University who worked so hard to make this Commencement possible.

When my fellow classmates and I first opened our textbooks as new graduate students just a few short months ago, we had no idea that by the time we would finally close them, we would be looking up and seeing a completely changed world. In the blink of an eye, we went from life as we knew it to a changed world where we had so much to fear: a deadly virus, not graduating on time, accidentally unmuting yourself and saying something embarrassing during Zoom class. This was not an easy transition, and I am so proud to be included in this historic and unique cohort of graduates, which somehow managed to handle these unprecedented times with poise and grace. I sincerely congratulate each and every one of you today for what I think we should consider one of our biggest accomplishments.

For those of you who might not know, this class is a group of talented individuals who are continuing their journeys in the field of nursing. During this program, many of us continued working as nurses, some in hospitals, some in offices, some in rural areas, but all of us had one major thing in common: combating a global pandemic at our jobs while trying to earn a degree. While this seems like an almost impossible task, it was done seamlessly by my amazing classmates, and there can be only one good explanation for that. It’s because we are nurses. It is how we are programmed. No matter what the circumstances and no matter what challenges we are faced with, we accommodate, we advocate and we persevere, and I could not be more proud of all of us.

To future students, if you are apprehensive about moving forward in academics, your career or even just life, believe me I understand, but I implore you to look at what was just accomplished by this graduating class. We tackled the impossible, and you can, too. I thank you all so much for spending this important time with us, and I thank you for allowing me to speak on behalf of the graduate nursing Class of 2021. Congratulations guys! We did it!
You have been the greatest classmates, but more importantly, the greatest friends.
Some of us will be at the bedside, while others become nurse practitioners, nurse anesthetists, nurse educators and the list goes on. We sit and think about the future ahead, waiting to unlock our full potential. No matter what you do after Decker, do it with love and kindness in your heart and passion in your soul. Remember that people are what matter, and you have the ability to change lives, even in small ways. Take care of yourselves, so you can take care of others fully. You are one person with two hands and one brain. Don’t let the difficulty and busy nature of this career turn you cold, but instead, know that some days will be good, and others could be better, but in the end, you chose to be a nurse for a reason.

It takes a special person to be a nurse. I am proud of you. The faculty and staff are proud of you. Even Walter Matthews is proud of you!

I want to close by saying thank you. I have so much love for and would be nothing without the people around me. To my peers and professors, you have given me confidence and prepared me for the world. To the advising office, for watching me grow into myself over the years. To the healthcare workers who have been on the frontlines. And most importantly to my family. Dad and Ma, I hope I’ve made you proud, and I know my mom is looking down on me in this moment. When I first came to Binghamton, I had no idea what the next four years had in store, but this is where I was meant to be. The next time I see a patient, I’ll be saying “Hi. My name is Alyssa, and I’m going to be your nurse today.”
CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED STUDIES AND MASTER’S DEGREES

POST-GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN ADULT GERONTOLOGICAL PRIMARY CARE NURSING, NURSE PRACTITIONER
Jennifer Ann Chrysler

POST-GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT
Max Goldfarb
Cristina Martinez

POST-GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN FAMILY PSYCHIATRIC MENTAL HEALTH NURSING, NURSE PRACTITIONER
Eleanor Ruth Briggs
Stacy Lynn Colwell
Annette Graham
Olga Khinch
Kristina Catherine Manich
Elda Ziko

POST-GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN FORENSIC HEALTH
Amy Sara Axtell
Yvaline Dorce
Caroline Rose Dormer
Tilly Ann Huizinga
Melissa Veronica Isaac-Greene
Avanna Arrington Lukusa
Antoinette Louise Maria
William McGill

POST-GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN NURSING EDUCATION
Tilly Ann Huizinga
Michelle Nicole Kessler

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ADULT GERONTOLOGICAL PRIMARY CARE NURSING, NURSE PRACTITIONER
Sulochana Basnet
Caroline Rose Dormer
Jahna Adamek Driscoll
Alexandra Grace Durantini
Lauren Bridget Hehir
Sabri Sellaouti
Hana Won Sullivan
Yan Yu Yeung

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMMUNITY HEALTH PRIMARY CARE NURSING
Tilly Ann Huizinga
Michelle Nicole Kessler
Mindyette Marcelle Parenteau

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FAMILY NURSING, NURSE PRACTITIONER
Saba Ashcraft
Janine Barreau
Emily Barvinchak
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Behr
Rebecca J. Bigness
Emma Marie Bodeker
Andrea Marie Buchler
Marie Aubin Cadet-Bouzi
Caterina Elizabeth Carmona
Jessica Dale Carr
Rebecca Carr
Josephine L. Chen-Ying
Michelle Elizabeth Ciccone
Lindsay Craft
Elizabeth Jane Cummings
Gabriella DeSanctis
Miranda DeSanctis
Kelly Lee Drollette
Janean Young Eastman
Colleen Marie Ellis
Alissa Giammarino
Kevin Scott Gibbs
Matthew Jacob Halloran
Olivia Evelyn Hardy
Bridgette Lee Heath
Rebecca Gem Heywood
Jennifer Lynn Holmberg
Casey Holtslander
Lindsay Elizabeth Kimmel Neidig
Andrea M. Kovac
Meghan Kraus
Danielle Marie Long
Kaylyn Joanne Malenda
Melissa Ann McLaughlin
Ashley Molina
Danielle Leigh Redell
Melanye Lynn Rockwell
Heidi J. Roggie
Alyssa Marie Rosa
Christina Ann Shepard
Anna Mae Bordi Spencer
Emily Kathryn Stashko
Erica Helen Strab
Betsy Lynn Thomson
Alison Anne Tokos
Justin Michael Weilert
Rachel Louise Widrick
Elise Marie Williams
Brittany Wingerter
Rosemary C. Zelenyak

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FAMILY PSYCHIATRIC MENTAL HEALTH NURSING, NURSE PRACTITIONER
Aisha Nasser A. Zain Aldeen

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FAMILY PSYCHIATRIC MENTAL HEALTH NURSING
Aisha Nasser A. Zain Aldeen
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Tinu Alex
Jessica Y. An
Kirsten N. Anderson
Kate Elizabeth Annesi
Allen Babitsky
Erica Nicole Bachiller
Kyra Lynne Baker
Lily Balsen
Rachel Diane Barhite
Rebecca Mariyam Benjamin
Jessica A. Binkewicz
Brianna Colleen Boccard
Andrew James Bremer
Stephanie Nicole Brower
Louis C. Brown
Nadine Andrea Brown
Theresa Ann Calitri
Jaime Lynn Campbell
Jaia Alberto Cantor
Whelia Mae T. Carino
Hannah Rachel Caroompas
Erica L. Carr
Rebecca Emma Castiglia
Heather E. Cazes
Marissa Rae Cerroni
Cayla Chang
Shinyi Chen
Brianna Nicole Chernick
Inju Cho
Michael Christmas
Shannon Grace Citarella
Noah John Clark
Renee Jacqueline Coates
Elizabeth Anna Colonna
Gabrielle Mara Corneliou
Marysa Kali Corona
Emily Theresa Cultert
Catalina De Los Angeles Dailey
Gianna Marie Degreza
Rebekka DeJesse
Celine De Santis
Jamie DeTingo
Jack Liam Doyle
Samantha Duncan
Grace Elizabeth Edmundson
Delaney Elizabeth English
Haley P. Everding
Colleen Barbara Garwood
Zachary Gian-Nguyen
Abigail Diane Gilbert
Ashlynn Nicole Gillfian
Alexa Elizabeth Gozun
Jade Elizabeth Greenfield
Emily Lauren Guida
Lillith Harrington
Alicia A. Hernandez
Dori Alexandra Hicks
Jasmine Ho
Diana Rose Hocker
Kelly Huang
Alaina Cecelia Iannella
Michael O. Iyiade
Sarah Louise Jacob
Kristen Anna Jaenicke
Yeshaya Jedian
Breana Lynn Johnson
Christina Michelle Jordan
Sydney Ann Joseph
Catherine Joy Kanwisher
Madelyn Peri Kapelus
Megan Murphy Kerrigan
Summer Alexis Kester
Kristen Kim
Victoria Ilyse Klarrmann
Caitlyn Marie Knapp
Nina Rose Kolonovic
Madison E. Koloski
Emily Rose Kuehne
Nicole Lai
Joselyn Lantigua
Nicole Emilia Lavigne
Sara Elizabeth Leab
Gwendolyn X. Lee
Rachel Louise Lehman
Lindsay Rose Lembo
Katherine J. Leonard
TJ Leong
Olivia Lin
Amanda Margaret Longo
Josephine Ma
Craig J. MacDonald
Samantha Rae Mack
Samson M. Main
Mia Elisa Malandrucolo
Michael Kyle Parco Mariano
Danielle Lauren Massaro
Julieanna Mauro
Nicola Lai
Jennifer Eva Minassian
Dominique Elizabeth Morales
Ryan C. Mortimer
Rebecca Mulderry
Julia Louisa Naldjian
Haley Elizabeth Nejeschleba
Sarah Elizabeth Nelson
Ilana Miriam Neusner
Theophania Tiffany Chiamaka
Nnebe
Salamatu Nurudeen
Kathleen Ann O’Brien
Hikari Ochi
David O. Olaleye
Margaret Elizabeth Olson
Michael Samuel Papillo
Sarah Eileen Parks
Mariah Elizabeth Persaud
Clare Mary Pierret
Breanna Pileggi
Jacqueline E. Pina
Justin Connor Plunkett
Kathryn V. Podeszwa
Sophia Nicole Racaniello
Karen Regina Rama
Kimberly Marilyn Rama
Kyza Gabrielle Ramirez
Alex Gordon Renzi
Moses Reyes
Yanereth Reyes
Julia Margaret Rhodes
Corinna Lynn Ridgeway
Estefania Rodriguez
Pamela Rodriguez
Alyssa Marie Roman
Hailey Brooke Rosenbaum
Maggie Spencer Ross
Hannah F. Roussell
Huwen Ruan
Stephie S. Safari
Sarah Sakirsky
Amanda Rose Sarubbi
Kalie Noel Schumaker
Leah Accardi Shokrian
Molly Rose Singer
Luciana Skinner
Juliana M. Slodki
Gregory Peter Slonim
Shannon Spaccaforno
Maci Emily Spaulding
Jewelie Ann Spencer
Laura Margaret Staff
Victor D. Stasyuk Jr.
Elisabeth Stein
Sydney Ann Sullivan
Remsha Tariq
Pamela Carolina Tenesaca
Brianna Yuan Thai
Brianna Mae Thomas
Céleste Aimée Thomas
Victoria Rose Thurer
Laurette Tiemeni
Randi Brooke Traison
Ariana M. Verticchio
Alyssa Gayle Vilda
Christina Rae Waite
Alison Wang
Alexa Lynn Ware
Leah Farbaugh Warth
Nadia Elizabeth Wassermann
Dana Wobman
Kalle Weik
Isabella Hanae Weiner
Anne Elizabeth Welte
Kylie E. Wen
Amanda Weng
Sydney Rose Wielstein
James Arthur Wilkinson Jr.
Sarah Nikole Willis
Sara Wolfson
Catherine Grace Wong
Wendy Xia
Ruining Xu
Emily Yu
Aleya S. Yuan
Katie A. Zeissler
Farrah Chanel Ziaie

*Degree awarded summer 2020  |  **Degree awarded fall 2020  |  ***Degree awarded winter 2021  |  †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
**THE GRADUATE SCHOOL**

**INTERIM DEAN DONALD G. NIEMAN**

**CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED STUDIES AND MASTER’S DEGREES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master of Arts in Sustainable Communities</th>
<th>Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering</th>
<th>Master of Science in Sustainable Communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Joseph Brouillard</td>
<td>Alexander Brodie</td>
<td>Maria Carmella Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhon Roger Cotrina Alfaro</td>
<td>Zhi Dou**</td>
<td>Chelsea Janette Cleary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grayson Hoteling</td>
<td>George Fabricatore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yang Peng</td>
<td>Emily Katherine Fusco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander A. Vega</td>
<td>Stacey Kershansha Julius’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yubo Zhao</td>
<td>Michael Lam†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dyllon J. A. Leather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adam Weber Long†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rachel Danielle Marcus†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Lynn Moran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jasmine S. Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Knox Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Whitney K. Seabrooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Morgan P. Shahi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gillian Sara Sloan**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Margaret Slocum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emily A. Watson Ley</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*indicates receipt of a minor degree
HARPUR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

INTERIM DEAN CELIA M. KLIN

SCHOOL MARSHALS
David Clark, Associate Dean, Professor, Political Science
Carl Lipo, Associate Dean, Professor, Anthropology, Environmental Studies Program
Nancy Um, Associate Dean, Professor, Art History

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED STUDIES AND MASTER’S DEGREES

CERTIFICATE IN TRANSLATION STUDIES
Camille Patrice Gagnier
Bridget Kane**
Angel R. Morales***
Fan Yang

MASTER OF ARTS IN ART HISTORY
Alyssa Abesamis†
James N. Goldberg
Jessica Denise McGee*

MASTER OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Laine Chandler Abernathy
Kimberly M. Craig†
Margaret Lynn Duris
Alyssa M. Eveland†
Scott R. Ferrara†
Megan E. Gauck
Rani Sage Gill
Theresa Ann Imbriolo
Brian Anthony Keeling†
Benjamin F. Ketcham
Laura Lynn Klingman
Alexandra L. Lowe
Kathryn Rose Maupin
Xavier F. Neal-Carson
Jesse Douglas Pagels†
Alexandria Baylee Pollock
Douglas S. Riethmuiler†
Samantha M. Russello
Phillip Charles Shnaider
Kate Marie Simpson

MASTER OF ARTS IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Jonathan N. D’Costa
Samuel Reuben Engel†
Daniel Gottlieb
Morgan Hulbert†
Alexa Rae Juran
Seak Woo Lee
Benjamin James Nightingale
Impreet Singh
Arianna L. Turner
Aleeyah Nicole Wellington

MASTER OF ARTS IN CHEMISTRY
Matthew Isaac Grobstein**

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
Afar Abdu A. Arishi
Alan Fabio Palacios

MASTER OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS
Alan Adelman
Robert W. Bettin
Griffin Bouchard
Megan Louise Carrie
Jonathan H. Chen
Thomas Anthony Cooper**
Daniel Enrique Corona
Jiahao Cui
Thomas P. Deignan
Michael John Fedor**
Daniel Gadasi
Yunwei Guo**
Michael James Haberstroh
Xiaoya Huang**
Andrew Joseph Jacobi
Shivi Kalra**
Henry Kamornik
Ryan Harrison Kane
Leann Rakas Krahn
Hao Li
Xuli Liu
Victoria Anush Manvelian
Alex William Mathews**
Ehsan Mohaghegh Dowlatabadi**
Deepti Mohan**
Nurun Naher**
Nicholas Mark Newell

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
William Joseph Ost
Shanike Jnelle Smart"
Yici Sun
Jason Sung"
Shuyuan Tian
Nhan Nguyen Thanh Tran"
Yaobin Wang"
Joi Kristina Wilson
Yang Wu
Xuejie Yin
Zichen Zhan
Tianyi Zhao
Xinran Zhao
Alan Zhu†

MASTER OF ARTS IN
ENGLISH
Laura Michelle D’Angelo
Anastasia Alyssa Figuera
Luke Joseph Heuskin
Gillian Kenah
Gabriella Rae Knight"
Liam David Mason"
Matthew J. Migliore
Leora Schwadron
Anne-Lise Torres"
Lauren E. Yates"

MASTER OF ARTS IN
HISTORY
Shaye Donovan Dorsey
David Kaminsky"
Benjamin Samuel Kellman
Jessica Lee Minieri
Amanda Carolina Ortiz Molina"

MASTER OF ARTS IN
ITALIAN
Jack Shearer

MASTER OF ARTS IN
MATHEMATICS
Michael Christopher Clancy
Zifan Huang"
Nathan Hing Jue
Shuchun Mu"
Xiaoke Qin
Colton Charles Riffle
Yechezkel Steiner
Gregory Toms
James Bruce West"

MASTER OF ARTS IN
PHILOSOPHY
Cullin Grady Brown

MASTER OF ARTS IN
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Hyesung Jang

MASTER OF ARTS IN
PSYCHOLOGY
Michael Thomas Shaw

MASTER OF ARTS IN
SOCIOLOGY
Ariella S. Patchen
Dylan Robert Tarleton
Anton Johannes Clara Vandevoorde

MASTER OF ARTS IN
SPANISH
Douglas William Babcock"
Bridget Kane"
Angel R. Morales"
Kalindi Radhika Ella Naslund"

MASTER OF ARTS IN
STATISTICS
Michael Paul Bubniak
Jiawei Dai
Yu Gao
Yiwei Hu
Yingying Huang
Yuewei Li
Shijian Lu
Mingju Wu
Rui Yang
Han Zhang"
Haoyu Zhang
Weipeng Zhao

MASTER OF ARTS IN
THEATRE
Clarence Lester Hause"

MASTER OF MUSIC IN
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
Aimee Lynn Backus
Laura Conti
Robert Jude Flora
Canaan Jeffrey Harris
Zoe Marie Hart
Benjamin D. Palmateer
Derek Edwin Young

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Kelly Ann Bakker
Rebecca Ann Belenchia"
Hannah Ilsu Grazul
Rachel Fae Kruger
Susan Lee"
George Quentin Melnick-Kelley
Matthew Douglas Resch'
Samantha Smith

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
BIOMEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Amelia Helene Bell
Rebecca Margaret Dixon"
Connor Robert Dodge
Rachel Lynne Eicholtz
Angela Deanna Foligno"
Alyanna Cheree Gallo"
Heriberto Marquez Jr.
Margaret E. Reynolds
Daniela Santamaria Vargas
Carrie Marie Solomon
Samantha Anne Spallina"
Rebecca Ann Ulloa
Sean Christopher Velazquez

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Kely Yao Amegocor
Caroline Ruth Hoctor
Joshua Aaron Novello"*
Christiana Destry Rosenberg"
Austin Jeffrey Scheer
Jonathan Brandon Schneider"
Elizabeth Rachaelann Skaggs
Chelsie Louise Souto'
Josefina Vizcaio
Monica Anne Walton

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
PSYCHOLOGY
Samira Alexandra Dodson"
Meredith Erin Gamble"
Susanna Villarreal
Callon MacKay Williams
## CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

### BACHELOR OF ARTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree awarded summer 2020</th>
<th>Degree awarded fall 2020</th>
<th>Degree awarded winter 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Marie Baex</td>
<td>Justina Manuela Baex</td>
<td>Gabriel Anthony Bongiorno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elisabeth Bafio</td>
<td>Alhaij Bah</td>
<td>Ricardo Ernesto Bonnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander H. Baker</td>
<td>Demonis Christine Baker</td>
<td>Essie Bonney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Patrick Baker</td>
<td>Joshua Baker</td>
<td>Danielle Booker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherin Genevieve Baker</td>
<td>Meir Joseph Balassiano</td>
<td>Megan E. Borovicka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Elizabeth Ball</td>
<td>Michael Timmy Baldini</td>
<td>Zachary Charles Bosak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimul Banik</td>
<td>Julia Paige Barclay</td>
<td>Dante James Botti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tykteen Kobina Banini</td>
<td>Alyssa Sandra Barnes</td>
<td>Craig Anthony Bottner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Paul Bean</td>
<td>Reece Allen Barr</td>
<td>Christian L. Bouachri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadelle Annie Beuvil</td>
<td>Hunter Patrick Beck</td>
<td>Samantha Lynn Boucher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Beckman</td>
<td>Ryan Patrick Beck</td>
<td>Sarah A. Bouyea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezra Robert Beede</td>
<td>Ian Beckman</td>
<td>Jonathan Bouza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn E. Belcher</td>
<td>Stacey A. Brown</td>
<td>Michael Patrick Boyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Connor Bell</td>
<td>Nicholas M. Brown</td>
<td>James Connor Brannigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleenia Scez Bellanton</td>
<td>Selena Brown</td>
<td>Deanna Marie Braun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Abraham Benak</td>
<td>Kyle Donald Briggs</td>
<td>Francesca Nico Bravo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eitan Ben-David</td>
<td>David Paul Brown</td>
<td>Anna Nicole Brennan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Michael Bennett</td>
<td>Jiagni May Brown</td>
<td>Kyle Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Mario Berardi</td>
<td>Kayla Anne Brown</td>
<td>Nicholas M. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lia Naomi Berger</td>
<td>Kayla Brown</td>
<td>Selena Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avital Bergman</td>
<td>Stacey A. Brown</td>
<td>Tianna May Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Louis Bernstein</td>
<td>Nia Adrienne Brown-Fonrose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Catherine Besen</td>
<td>Kendra D. Brown-Rayford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Best</td>
<td>Thomas Edgar Bruce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Connor Bell</td>
<td>Alec Patrick Brutschin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleenia Scez Bellanton</td>
<td>Marcus Joseph Budashewitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Abraham Benak</td>
<td>Juliet Buddiga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eitan Ben-David</td>
<td>Isabell Elisa Budelmann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Michael Bennett</td>
<td>Ann H. Buhkgalter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Mario Berardi</td>
<td>Nicholas Alexander Bukofsky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lia Naomi Berger</td>
<td>Mackenzie S. Bunt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avital Bergman</td>
<td>Keno Aaron Burchhardt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Louis Bernstein</td>
<td>Dylan Burke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Catherine Besen</td>
<td>Katelynn Marie Burke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Best</td>
<td>Michael Joseph Burke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Connor Bell</td>
<td>Ashley M. Burns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haim C. Bildritch</td>
<td>Henry Wolfe Burns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik M. Bishop Jr.</td>
<td>Mark Timothy Burns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Ping Bishop</td>
<td>Patrick Finbar Busche</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Black</td>
<td>Austin Steven Butera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Blanchard</td>
<td>Ryan Tyler Byrne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Leah Blank</td>
<td>Kayla Cabanas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Rebecca Blas</td>
<td>Francesca Cabaneros</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Lynn Blasetti</td>
<td>Christian Michael Cabrera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage A. Block</td>
<td>Junior Osvaldo Cabrera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Louis Blood</td>
<td>Mary Jacqueline Ramos Cada\a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Ann Bock</td>
<td>Alexandra Cadi\a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin Bae Bohenek</td>
<td>Joseph Anthony Caetta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
Isabella Vasconcelos Franca**
Daniel Michael Franchi
Nicole C. Francyk
Kester C. Francis*
Vicky Lee Franco*
Celia Frank
Matthew Lawrence Frankel
Bryan Christopher Franz
Isabella Frasca
Alexandra Ana Fratila
Leah Riley Fredericks *
Chloe Marie Freeman*
Hailey Michelle Freilich
Benjamin Jacob Frieden
Eli Friedman*
Jonathan Benjamin Friedman
Alexi J. Frisica
Alexis Paige Frizzell**
Sarah Melissa Frost
Warren Russell Frost*
Ismaely Fuentes Pacheco
Noah V. Fuentes***
Isabel Fuentes-Portillo
Regina Furer***
Catie Fuschillo†
Ariel Jade Gaete***
Thomas James Gagliano**
Jackson Gregory Galati
Josephine Galeotafiore
Thomas Jake Galgano
Daniel Galstyan
Isabella Anaisle Gandasegui
Irwin Ohani Garcia*
Rose Michelle Garcia
Julia Hailey Gardner
Jada Tamara Garel
Jamie Rose Gargiulo**
Daniel Alan Garib
Jordan Alexander Garry
Cassondra Garufi
Jake T. Garziano
Jannel Ashlee Gates
Chen Ge***
Nicholas J. Geary
Alexandra Nicole Gee
Justin W. Gefen**
Michael Florin Georgescu
Madison McKenna Germano
Sara Gershon
William Michael Ghicas*
Patrick Riley Gibbons
Katarayna Kelley Gibson
Grant Ellis Gilfor
Danielle Gilman
Maxwell Anthony Gilson**
Parker Yoo Jin Giovan
Alyssa Laura Giovanelli*
Cameron Mark Gironda**
Daniel Bryan Gladstein
Inigo Glagovsky Pustilnik
Miwa May Goble
Jamie Felicia Goerke**
Zachery John Goess
Joshua David Goetz
Michael Constant Goga
Samson Lev Goldberg
Jacklyn S. Goldblatt
Gabriel Robert Goldstein
Samuel L. Golombesski
Alexandra Maria Gomes
Miguel Gomez
Valeria Andrea Gomez*
Ben Gabriel Gonzalez
Samantha J. Gonzalez
Steven Gonzalez
Joshua Daniel Goodman
Rebecca (Beck) Gore†
Claire Goremsandu**
Batshaev Ashira Gorfinkel***
Alexander David Gorky**
Samuel Gosin
Samantha Rose Goss
Lea Eben Overman Gotthardt***
Sarah M. Gouda
Michael Perry Goumas
Rashawn Najiie Goodvantes
Kathryn Lena Grace
Alexandria Danielle Grady
Courtney Marie Graham
Elin Haley Graham**
Abigail Marie Greaves
Vincent Peter Greco
Stephanie S. Green*
Zachary Nathan Green
Jada Denise Greene**
Olivia Ellen Greene
Paul Grenga
Gabrielle Grillo
Daniel Eugene Grinberg
Evan Michael Groder
Nathan Gross
Brooke Leigh Grossman
Rebecca Margalit Grossman’
Casey Montgomery Groves
Hannah A. Grunder**
Adam C. Guarino
Alexandra Nicole Guay
Laura Ines Guerrero Almeida
Stephen Birahim Humberto Gueye*
Rulin Guler
Tyler Joseph Gulick
James Daniel Gummerson
Alyssa Christy Guo
Sitong Guo**
Jessica Rose Gurrieri
Kaisy Tatiana Gutierrez
Stefanie Maria Gutierrez
ChaeWon Gwack
Jacob Tamas Gyory
Sarah Elizabeth-Stone Haanraads
Lauren Michele Hade*
Deeba Haeri
Kara Bryn Haggerty**
Jason Hagoobi
Julia Elizabeth Haig**
Sophia M. Haje
Ako Hamada
Yasmin Hamdi
Soheo Han**
Haley Han
Courtney Faith Handsman
Steven T. Hansen Jr.
Susan Maria Hansen
Barak Harari
Jacob F. Hard
Marcela E. Harmuch
D’Asia Lashey Harrigan*
Honor A. Harris
Michael Tyler Harris
Tashawn Elizabeth Harris*
Tavian Raymond Harris*
Matthew B. Harrison
Josh Alexander Harsinay
Colton Thomas Hart
Kira Nicole Hawes*
Sarah Katherine Hawes
Alexander Garrett Hawkess**
Meghan Hawley
Dora Priscilla Hayes
Jaden Haynes**
Jiayi He
Ricky He
Xinhui He***
Janiera Kimani Headley*
Shane Joseph Healy
Tara Nicole Healy
Sally C. Hecht
Zoe Elisabeth Heiderstadt
Devin Jeciss Heise**
Carly Heitner**
Max Harris Heller
Jelani Kareem Henry**
Rhianna Grace Henson
Lisa Marie Herbst*
Abegall B. Herkel
Samantha Beth Herlands
Erick John Hernandez**
Jose L. Hernandez-Soto
Joshua Alan Hernandez
Kashawn C. Hernandez
Kelvin J. Hernandez
Madison Maya Hernandez
Dario Raul Hernandez-Arroyo
Elie Berrin Herszafa
Zachary Arthur Herz
Jessica Hiauw
Aidan Marcus Higgins**
Brian Keith Hill Jr
Kris-Toni K. Hill*
Robert Fitzpatrick Hill
Andrew Robert Hines**
Lauren Marie Hirschkind**
Sydney Kameron Hoffman
Ryan Holder*
Ryan William Holloran**
Samantha Rebecca Honeghan
Allison Grace Honors
James Philip Hooker*
James Thomas Hopkins
Matthew Glenn Horstine
Emma Rose Horoszewski
Mia Kathryn Horwath
Chelsea Rae Howard
Sophia Allega Howard
Haoran Hu*
Shuai Hu*
Kevin Hueman
Jinrun Huang
Minki Huang
Pei Rui Huang
Hannah Hudes
Gustave Hueber
Ryan Joseph Hudy*
Tyler D. Hunsberger
Jay Hurley
Jessica Hurley*
Eamonn Walter Allen Huss-Taylor**
Netanel Hutman
Jordan Shai Hutt**
Hunter H. Hymas**
Miles Hunter Hymas
Samantha Brianna Hynes
Gabriella Iacovano*
Sofia M. Iannuzzi
Perjan Lukman Ibrahim
Zarah Ibrahim
Jesse David Ikker
Zachary Ilioff**
Benjamin Michael Irwin
Laura Marie Irwin
Morgan Iskowitz
Samuel Jacob Israel†
Bridge C. Iveson
Michael O. Iyiade
Naseer Saeed Jackson**
Miranda Jackson-Nudelman
Angeli Roshni Jagdeo
Carolina Jaime
Khalil A. James
Kyung Eun Jung
Minna Jang
Rosalee Maria Jarrett
Tisnue Jean-Baptiste*
Carla Jean Baptiste
Aaron Daniel Jed
Victoria Jeehoun
Oren True-Kevone Jenkins
Owen Charles Jenney
Roberto Jürgen Jensen**
Joo Young Jeon***
Ariel Sara Makower | Najeska Louise McLean
Trinity Malathyong** | Jenna Lyn McMullin
Hannah Emily Malter | Michael Patrick McPadden IV
Matthew Harris Mandel | Elias Richard McQuade
Joseph Michael Manuda | Brian Quincy McQuaid
Michael Joseph Maneri | Emma Elizabeth Mecozzi
Kayla Marie Manfrede | Joshua Mediavilla
Stephanie Mano | Faith Catherine Medina
Laura Camile Manon** | Alex J. Medolla*
Ahmed Shovik Manzur* | Derek O. Meier
Khawat Mang | Anthony Joseph Mele Jr.
Danielle Marcocci | Kiara Michelle Melendez*
Joshua Mitchell Marcus | Abigail Rose Melillo**
Brianna R. Marible† | Sarah E. Melligan*
Igacio J. Marini | George James Mellor
Stefan Marinkovic* | Esther Melnik*
Sydney Lauren Markowitz | Elizabeth A. Meluni**
Nicholas William Marmann | Catherine Mena
Jaelyn Cynthia Marquez | James Robert Mencil**
Bianca Marrero** | Lauren Ashley Mendelson
Brendan Thomas Marry | Noah Jacob Mendelson
Samantha Anne Marsh | Harmen Meng**
Nicholas Sidney Marshall′ | Robert K. Menke
Travis Temir Marshall** | Jessi Christine Menotti
Kiana Nicole Marte | Sarah Merke
Franchesca Marte Gonzalez | Damon Anthony Messina**
Patrice Tani-Ann Martin′ | Michael Angelo Messina
Anthony Salvadore Martinez** | Jesse T. Metz
Christian Xavier Martinez | Lauren Michelle Metzdorf
Jose Manuel Martinez Jr. | Yuhan Miao
Mariah Aurea Martinez | Genoveffa S. Michitti
Sabrina Rebecca Martinez | Kelsey Ann Mikesa
Steven Richard Martinson | Alexandra Sean Miller**
Matthew John Martinucci | Helena A. Miller†
Briana Lauren Maselli† | Sophie O. Miller*
Alyssa Marie Mastrantonio | Sarah Elizabeth Mills
Kayla Ann Mastropietro | Madison Taylor Millwood
Christian Scott Mateyunas* | Grace Miu
Gillian Mathews | Gabrielle Marga Mirabito
Zachary Matlis | Daniel Bezael Mirsky'
Evan Sean Mattel | Emily Nicole Minter**
Dean Thomas Mattschull | Malachi M. A. Mitchell
Emilee B.ayers | Morgan E Mittelstadt**
Maria Rose Mazzamuto | Philip Mo'
Brittany Michele Mazz | Kiah Marie Moe
Meghan Ashley McCann* | Emma Stefanie Moehringer
Kaitlyn McCarthy | Samantha Jacklyn Mogilski
Erin Elizabeth McCurdy | Alexis Victoria Molinari
Kelsey Rose McDonald | Felicia Molzon
Devin E. McEvily† | Rachel Marie Molzon
Jordan S. McGinnis | Gabrielle Mompalao**
Maggie McGovern** | Levi Andrew Monahemi
Sarah Elizabeth McGovern** | Michael Jabez Monasky**
Thomas Alfred McGuire | Elsyandas Lucia Monegro**
Gabrielle Lee McIntosh Miss | Devin Elizabeth Mongan
Michael James McKee | Michael Ruben Mongelluzzo
Stephen McKee | Adriana Joan Montante
Janai Imani McKenzie | Jailene Marie Moore
Kayla Amanda McKenzie | Shannon Reilly Moore**
Thomas McKiernan | Allison Ryan Moorehead**

Hope Moores** | Colin Robert Moran**
James M. Moran | Paul Matthew Moran
Jacob Matthew Morenberg | Britanny Alyssa Morgan-Kendall**
Joseph M. Morina | Jillian Ana Morley
Alexander Wileyjones Morris** | John Morrissey*
Anne Frances Moruzzi | Morgan Olivia Moseley
Daniel James Mosher | Richard Eugene Mosher IV
Sophia Nicole Moskwitz | Sara Sameh Mousad
Alexia C. Moustakas | Sanjeeda Mowla
William Moy* | Yingrui Mu
Maya Tsedek Mualem | Erni Muja
Ryan James Mulieri | Sara Margaret Murray**
Megan Elizabeth Munley' | Natalie Muñoz'
Aurelie Gabrielle Munzel' | Aidan Thomas Murphy
Roman Vadmivovich Nakhmamiyavey | Rachel Lynn Murphy**
Jessica Eugyoun Young | Sara Margaret Murray**
Rachel Y. Nam | Brian Patrick Murray**
Katherine Judith Nardone | Robert Carl Murtha
Nicole Rose Nadelman | Madeline Elizabeth Musnisky
Roman Vadamovich Nakhamiyavey | Jenna Rose Nadelman
Jessica Eugyoun Young | Madeline Elizabeth Musnisky
Rachel Y. Nam | Jenna Rose Nadelman
Katherine Judith Nardone | Nicole Rose Nadelman
Nicole Rose Nadelman | Skyler Maxx Nash**
Maya Naomi Nasibi | Rebca Nasibi
Jared Vincent Nasso | Michael-Luca Araujo Natt
Michael-Luca Araujo Natt | Mortin Neale**
Jillian Renee Nemier' | Diana Nestor**
Diana Nestor** | Alexis Eve Newman
Karen Ng | Khanh Uyen Ngo
Claudia Ni Buachalla | Claudia Ni Buachalla
Dennis Noble | Paige V. Noce
Thomas Robert Nola | Thomas Robert Nola
Julia Noel Notaro | Mateusz Nowogrodzki**
Rivka S. Noy-Pedoeem* | Mikoto A. Nozaki
Mateusz Nowogrodzki** | Joana Nunez'
Julia Noel Notaro | Jolady Nunez
Travis Temir Marshall** | Jolady Nunez

Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021

HARPUR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
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Amanda Mae Schwab
Alanna Schwartz
Alex J. Schwartzberg
Ronni A. Schweitzer
Margaret Mary Rose Sciria
Samantha Michele Scocozza
Danielle Abol Sconzo
Alexis J. Scott
Kamryn Scott
Alexa Nicole Scunziano
Torra Scurry
Saumen Shantra Seal
Raina Jane Searle
Kiersten Elissa Seltzer
Ashika Seth
Noah Timothy Sewlal
Nicholas Joseph Seyfert
Emanuel Shaddaie
Kayla Bryn Shafkowitz
Kevin Kalil Shaheen
Yueyang Shang
Claire E. Shapiro
Matthew Justin Shapiro
Ethan Gabriel Shatkin
Brenna Shea
Jack Curtis Sheehy
Youssif Rahlin
Nasro Abdalisal Sheikhaden
Lei Shen
Philip H. Shen
Jerry Sheng
Jenna Lynn Shepard
Ethan Arnold Shepherd
Emily Nicole Sheremeta
Scott Ian Sherman
Ariel Daelyn Sherry
Bingyan Shi
Jiaxuan Shi
Seema Shifer
Andrew Shin
Christina A. Shin
Dongyouoon Shin
Hae Bom Shin
HyunJung Shin
Korrey J. Shinh
Gabriel Joseph Shore
Elizabeth Jane Short
Ben B. Shrarra
Austen T. Shunk
Noah John Sibley
Hannah Gabrielle Siegel
Mason Asher Siegel
Christopher R. Siegler
Brian Cory Sigl
Justin Blake Silberman
Dominick Dean Silva
Jared W. Silverstein
Olivia Rosemarie Simard
Jordan Donna Simione
Leonid Simkin
Faina Belle Simon
Kyle R. Singh
Ramona Singh
Daniel B. Singh Guzman
Henry Dennis Sinnott
Anthony Francis Sinodinos
Angel Rose Sipp
Jacob Daniel Sirof
Daniel Siton
Eza E. Sitt
Nicholas H. Skaliotis
Jordan Nicole Skube
Rebecca L. Slagle
Kyle Daichi Slater
Matthew Elias Slilaty
Sidney Charles Slon
Rachel Hannah Slotnick
Cornel Smith
Lauren Jude Smith
Megan Riley Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Smith
Stephen Thomas Smith
William Rendall Smith
Aidan Patrick Smyth
Erin Ann Snashal
Fantasia R. Sneed
Emily Grace Sobel
Aurielle Michelle Sodeur
Gregory Benjamin Sokol
Tomasz Solecki
Benjamin Soleiman
Mark Raphael Solomon
Alyssa P. Sommer
Andrew Minkyu Song
Leying Song
Xian Song
Caitlin Ann Soravilla
Maria Del Carmen Sosa
Katsumi Marcus Soto
Alessandra Sotolongo
Robert Laidlaw Spell
Kaitlyn Taylor Spence
Gregory Steven Speroni
Anna Maria Siprou
Noelle Nicolette Spizzirro
Jennifer Yoo Mee Sprechels
Raine Sroge Johnson
Jacqueline Stella St Pierre
Kesondra L. Stafford
Christopher Nicholas Stamper
Jack Peter Stanisci
Nick Starikovsky
Eliana Abigail Starr
Stephany Karolina Starzyk
Hannah Elizabeth Stayer
Dea Stefanlari
Pearl Rebecca Steiner
Vanessa Stephan
Emery Lanning Stephens
Julia Stephens
Talibah Ola NNeka Stephenson
Joswald Sterling
William Riley Sterling
Marina Cherry Stern
Rebecca M. Stern-Shokk
Chantelle M. Stewart
Kaitlyn Stewart
Kaylee S. Stone
Brooke Danielle Strahley
Tima D. Strenk
Alyssa Maureen Strickland Miss
Jenna Morgan Strudler
Caroline Townsend Sturken
Aliyah Claire Stutman
Christopher Thomas Sullivan
Matthew Sullivan
Timothy David Sullivan II
Jessica Alexandra Guzman Summers
Noelle Hope Summo
Longfei Sun
Mengting Sun
Qixuan Sun
Michael Haig Sunakjian
Todd Albert Swann
Ian Karl Swanson
Meredith Ekua Aframawo Swanzey-Yamson
Elijah S. Swertfeger
Mohamed Sylla
Satya Tabachnick
William Arthur Tabachnick
Yuna Takahashi
Melanie Tal
Mia J. Talarico
Jia Xin Tan
Fatou Tandia
Nicholas Allen Tarplee
Nabil Patrick Tavarez
Rosa Maria Taveras
Christopher Michael Taylor
Jessica Maria Techera
Guiseelle Yanira Teeman
Erik Charles Temple
Emma Tennyson-Hickey
Joseph Samuel Tesoriero
Jacklyn E. Teufel
Genevieve Ann Thacher
Brendan E. Walsh
Alexander M. Walczyk
Yasu Wagoner-Oshima
Paige Marie Volkmann
Angela Angelique Vavro
Luz Fabiola Velazquez
Isabella Angelique Velilla
Peter Michael Veltri IV
Diana Solany Ventura
Christian Vera
Maria Nicole Vesely
Julia Luisa Viegas
Jessica Lynn Preslevis Vissichelli
Evan Francis TUTHILL
Tobin Albert Swann
Caroline Townsend Sturken
Anna Maria Vavro
Nicholas Vasquez
Noelia Vazquez
Samuel Francis Vega-Fox
Adir T. Vogon
Isabela Velasquez Gutierrez
Corey A. Velazquez
Arturo Ernesto Vale Jr.
Jane Carol Van Alstyne
Natalie Ruth Van Wickler
Andrew Joel Vargas
Christian A. Vargas
Monique Andrea Vavro
Corey Paul Tomosky
Carlos Torres Fidel
Ezekiel Robert Torres
Kadialy Toure
Mary Elizabeth Tracey Tremblay
Rhianna Grace Triolo
Joyce Tsang
Mirella Sabia Tucci
Giuseppe Iliia Tulino
Kate D. Turrell
Ashley Marie Tuske
Evan Francis Tuthill
Dana Nichole Tyner
Nanmi Uchenu
Rose S. Ulaner
Francela Maria Ulate
Juliette Ullman
Arturo Ernesto Vale Jr.
Jane Carol Van Alstyne
Natalie Ruth Van Wickler
Andrew Joel Vargas
Christian A. Vargas
Monique Andrea Vavro
Nasro Abdalisal Sheikhaden
Lei Shen
Philip H. Shen
Jerry Sheng
Jenna Lynn Shepard
Ethan Arnold Shepherd
Emily Nicole Sheremeta
Scott Ian Sherman
Ariel Daelyn Sherry
Bingyan Shi
Jiaxuan Shi
Seema Shifer
Andrew Shin
Christina A. Shin
Dongyouoon Shin
Hae Bom Shin
HyunJung Shin
Korrey J. Shinh
Gabriel Joseph Shore
Elizabeth Jane Short
Ben B. Shrarra
Austen T. Shunk
Noah John Sibley
Hannah Gabrielle Siegel
Mason Asher Siegel
Christopher R. Siegler
Brian Cory Sigl
Justin Blake Silberman
Dominick Dean Silva
Jared W. Silverstein
Olivia Rosemarie Simard
Jordan Donna Simione
Leonid Simkin
Faina Belle Simon
Kyle R. Singh
Ramona Singh
Daniel B. Singh Guzman
Henry Dennis Sinnott
Anthony Francis Sinodinos
Angel Rose Sipp
Jacob Daniel Sirof
Daniel Siton
Eza E. Sitt
Nicholas H. Skaliotis
Jordan Nicole Skube
Rebecca L. Slagle
Kyle Daichi Slater
Matthew Elias Slilaty
Sidney Charles Slon
Rachel Hannah Slotnick
Cornel Smith
Lauren Jude Smith
Megan Riley Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Smith
Stephen Thomas Smith
William Rendall Smith
Aidan Patrick Smyth
Erin Ann Snashal
Fantasia R. Sneed
Emily Grace Sobel
Aurielle Michelle Sodeur
Gregory Benjamin Sokol
Tomasz Solecki
Benjamin Soleiman
Mark Raphael Solomon
Alyssa P. Sommer
Andrew Minkyu Song
Leying Song
Xian Song
Caitlin Ann Soravilla
Maria Del Carmen Sosa
Katsumi Marcus Soto
Alessandra Sotolongo
Robert Laidlaw Spell
Kaitlyn Taylor Spence
Gregory Steven Speroni
Anna Maria Siprou
Noelle Nicolette Spizzirro
Jennifer Yoo Mee Sprechels
Raine Sroge Johnson
Jacqueline Stella St Pierre
Kesondra L. Stafford
Christopher Nicholas Stamper
Jack Peter Stanisci
Nick Starikovsky
Eliana Abigail Starr
Stephany Karolina Starzyk
Hannah Elizabeth Stayer
Dea Stefanlari
Pearl Rebecca Steiner
Vanessa Stephan
Emery Lanning Stephens
Julia Stephens
Talibah Ola NNeka Stephenson
Joswald Sterling
William Riley Sterling
Marina Cherry Stern
Rebecca M. Stern-Shokk
Chantelle M. Stewart
Kaitlyn Stewart
Kaylee S. Stone
Brooke Danielle Strahley
Tima D. Strenk
Alyssa Maureen Strickland Miss
Jenna Morgan Strudler
Caroline Townsend Sturken
Aliyah Claire Stutman
Christopher Thomas Sullivan
Matthew Sullivan
Timothy David Sullivan II
Jessica Alexandra Guzman Summers
Noelle Hope Summo
Longfei Sun
Mengting Sun
Qixuan Sun
Michael Haig Sunakjian
Todd Albert Swann
Ian Karl Swanson
Meredith Ekua Aframawo Swanzey-Yamson
Elijah S. Swertfeger
Mohamed Sylla
Satya Tabachnick
William Arthur Tabachnick
Yuna Takahashi
Melanie Tal
Mia J. Talarico
Jia Xin Tan
Fatou Tandia
Nicholas Allen Tarplee
Nabil Patrick Tavarez
Rosa Maria Taveras
Christopher Michael Taylor
Jessica Maria Techera
Guiseelle Yanira Teeman
Erik Charles Temple
Emma Tennyson-Hickey
Joseph Samuel Tesoriero
Jacklyn E. Teufel
Genevieve Ann Thacher
Brendan E. Walsh
Alexander M. Walczyk
Yasu Wagoner-Oshima
Alexander M. Walczyk
Riki Mehira Ruth Waldman
Zachary Ryan Walker
Griffin S. Wallick
Brendan E. Walsh
Kurtis Wan
Brandon Gregory Wanchisen
Jiachen Wang
Lixiu Wang
Maggie Wang
Xialin Wang
Joseph Michael Warren
Molly M. Warren
Nava Ariella Wasser

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
Justin Daniel Casement
Ryan T. Casey
Katherine Elizabeth Cassidy
Nicholas William Catalano
Theodora Catrina
Nefia Chacko
Farren Hayden Chan
Megan Chancharastong
Jacob Scott Charlamb
Talia Raith Cheifetz
Binglin Chen
Jonathan Chen
Justin James Chen
Kai Qiang Chen
Sally Chen
Tiffany (Rui Ting) Chen
Gina K. Chillemi
Samragyee De
Logan Francis Davis
Michael Benedetto Dara
Johnathan M. Davis
Logan Francis Davis
Samragyee De
Rebecca Ann DeBiase
Alexa Rae DeCarr
David Russell Delaney
Samantha Nicole Delano
Joseph N. Delli Gatti
Dana Ann DeNave
Kristine Elizabeth Denimarck
Jessica E. Dennehy
Devin Sewdat Deodat
Anna Katherine Derevensky
Gia Marie DeRose
Phillip John DeSantis III
Ruwanpura Nethmie De Silva
Aadarsh Devkota
Christopher Michael DiBartolo
Kaitlin May Dickerson
James Matthew DiPersio
Briania Rose Distler
Daniel Moreira Do Nascimento
Stephan G. Dobre
Grayce Victoria Docteur
Charlene Dong
Victoria Rose Dougherty
Jillian Rose Duemesi
Kathleen Rose Dugan
Shylea Dukat
Jessica Durdu
Abigail Grace Duvall
Lena Nicole Eder
Haythi Ei
Paige Fallon Ekert
Dylan M. Eliasof
Hannah Elizabeth Areechina
Kimberly Lynn Ellis
Brendan Edward Enoch
Hannah Rose Episcopal
Shannon Mary Erickson
Emile Ernst
Berk Ertuzun
Sophia Esteves
Aryanah Emma Estinivil
Miguel V. Ezeiza Ortega
Danielle Marie Fair
Christopher Zygmond Farrell
John Anthony Fauvell
Kevin Alexander Favoron
Nicholas Femia
Kelly (Yu Yun) Feng
Michael A. Ferrante
Diana Esther Ferreyra Faustino
Annalisa Victoria Ferretta
Megan Elizabeth Fey
Gabrielle Sara Fiello
Jesse Maverick Filippazio
Nina Rose Filippone
Willow Warren Finch
Hanna Michele Fink
Cristal Lee Finkenberg
Ryan James Flood Taylor
Carolyn Rose Fon
James L. Foote
Olivia Daley Fottrell
Jacob Raymond Frank
Catherine Murphy Frary
Marina Francesca Fratto
Megan Jean Freeman
Jared Nathaniel Frick
Colleen Vaughan Fucigna
Winbin Fun
Ethan Fung
Ashlee Tianna Gabourel
Jordan Nicole Gaisford
Eileen Gallardo
Jiale Gao
Julian Santino Garcia
Raneylyn Garcia
Jonathan David Gaughan
Jose Gaviria
Amy Geisler
Sophia Rose Geisser
Rebecca Mae Genzer
Bryan Stanley George
Emily Dee George
Michael Anthony Giarrizzo
Casey E. Glaab
La'Myria Sinclaire Glasow
David Glazer
Filip Glowala
Sarah R. Gnage
Raymond Marks Gochuico
Allison Marie Goetz
Andrew L. Goldbloom
Alejo Javier Gomez
Adriana Isabel Gonzalez
Tyler S. Gorman
Matthew Alexander Goyden
Kathryn Grace Graham
Robert Dominick Grasso Jr.
Haley M. Gravalis
David M. Gray
Alecia Marie Greco
Jared Paul Green
Julia Guerrera
Hannah Emanuelle Gulkos
Camille Guo
Tenzing Lobsang Gurung
Michael James Haberstroh
Timothy John Hafner
Sara Elizabeth Hagan
Grace K. Hahn
Sophia Rose Hall
Sarah Rachel Hamburg
Justin C. Han
Mackenzie Louise Hanna
Whitney Christina Danielle
Harrison
Jacob Matthew Harron
Dymond Davon Hartley
Rebekah May Hartman
Bryce P. Hartnett
Yife Johanna Nicolette Havinga
Sarah Lauren Healy
Elizabeth Grace Hennelly
Kevin R. Hernandez-Flores
Dillon Christopher Hess
Kai Higuchi
Jared Hill
Toni-A K Hill
Daniel Joseph Hirsch
Eden Sophie Hirsch
Hannah Sophie Hoff
Eugene Hong
Francesca Lynn Hooey
Matthew D. Horne
Christopher Joseph Horton
Jack E. Horvath
Yanah S. Hossain
Zakia Zarin Hossain
Josie Qian Hough
Jason M. Howard
Timothy James Hoy
Nicole Hryszyko
Joseph K. Hur
Janine Francis Hvizdos
Kwon Hwangbo
Nicholas Thomas Ignieri
David Ikechukwu Ikechukwu
Maisha Samika Ikra
Fatima Zanab Imdad
Matthew Elijah Indar
Tamara Alexandria Marie Isaac
Thamid Islami
Salina Ismail
Sharon Bridget Itin
Hope K. Jackman Pryor
Bjorn Jawanda
Yeshaya Jedan
Jessica Ann Jerzewski
Jaclyn Jew
Aanyah R. Jhonson-Whyte
Ziye Jin
Jovita John-Ogam
Angus Forsythe Johnson
Kellynn Marie Jorgensen
Geena Kuppamala Joseph
Cecilia Jean Joslyn
Kayleigh Alexis Joyce
Nia Joyner
Emily Justiniano
Joseph Michael Kane
Jack Thomas Katovitz
Jacob Daniel Kaypour
Megan Rose Kelly
Andrew Donald Kennedy
Sean Gerard Kennedy
Helena Catherine Kenny

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
Andriy Prokopiv
Joseph S. Propper
Isabelle Alexandra Proteasa
Matthew Putteman
Ryan Mackie Pyszka
Caleb R. Qi**
Boris Rabinovich
Annika Mikkaele Anonas Ramos
John Christopher Randolph
Katherine Ilana Ranish
Archak Sinha Ranjan
Zaha Rao
Sandra Nicole Re
Tyler Thomas Reagan
Daniel James Rechtorovic
Shivani Reddy
Marcus Reid
Jonathan Rengifo
Alessandra Ricciardi
Alexandra Grace Richards
John Michael Riggo
Abigail Elizabeth Rinere
Joamirios
Joshuani Shirley Rios Castillo
Isabella Sophia Rizzo
Kelsie Saverina Robinson†
Hannah Rose Rockwood**
Fred Alexander Rodriguez’
Lisette I. Rodriguez’
Nicholas Reece Rojas
Maria Esther Roma
Zhaozbin Rong
Matthew James Roos
Jessica Rosenthal*
Jenna Marie Ross”
Alexa M. Rovetto†
Allison Leona Roytburd
Adrianna Olga Rozbicka
Zachary Christopher Rozycki
Haidi Rista
Caleigh Martha Rubin
Alivia Diana Ruiz
Gillian Marie Ruiz Gonzalez
Lily Dorothea Rundquist
Amnei Ilana Rupnuck
Alexa Rae Russo
Nikolai S. Rylov’
Madeline J. Saarie***
Aryas Koorosh Safaie
Lea Simone Safarpour
Sonu Suji
Natalie Charmaine Samaranayake
Maryam Nadine Sammakkia’
Jeremy Lee Samson
Alyssa Renee Sanchez
Antonio Sanchez
Kat Sanders
Orlando James Santiago
Anthony Saturno
Cassidy Camille Sayres
Elise M. Schaible”
Molly Elizabeth Schottmiller
Christopher William Schrump
Jake T. Schweitzer
Alexandra G. Scibilia
Emily Elizabeth Seale
Jack Victor Sedaka
Matthew Harrison Seibert”
Moira Kelly Senff
Dakota Thomas Sgarlata’
Niraj Sanjay Shah
Prachi D. Shah
Saba Shahbazi’
Anna Victoria Shaheen
Neha Shaihk
Liam P. Shanley
Lauren Elizabeth Sharpe
Eliana Vered Shaskan
Alexis Marie Shaw
Hunter William Shaw
Sara Anne Shaw
Ashley Diana Shayya
Emma Ka Hwai Shen
Jacob William Shepard
Yang D. Sherpa’
Nicole Eran Shevchenko†
Yuyang Shi
Anastasia Shihchik”
Zhorxhi Shkoza
Zareen Showa
Zachary Thomas Shults
Jennifer Shum
Asheena Q. Siddiqui”
Benjamin Jacob Siegel”
Emily R. Silver
Avani Harshini Singh
Rachel Antonella Sithersingh’
Sara Malika Siyunova
Raya Tobie Skopicki
William Royce Smisko
Hannah Paige Smith
Holly R. Smith
Jessica R. Smith
Rachel Marie Smith
Benjamin A Solomon
Katherine Ellen Sossan
Ethan Henry Spielvogel
Jennifer Lauren Spieles†
Amanda Frances Sprague-Getsy
Andrea Mary Sprague-Getsy
Mikayla Brianne Stajuana
Gabrielle Marie Stauffer
Ina Stefanillari”
Victoria Rose Stento
Mia Louise Stuart
Megan R. Sticco
Derek Steven Stock
Diego Ignacio Stokes-Malavé
Logan Chase Strobing
Alessandra Maria Strzala
Gillian Amelia Su
Manuel Anthony Sucuzhanay
Agnieszka Sydenstricker
Mekenna Jean Tallman
Kaitlene Liv Tan
Rachel Tavares’
Emily E. Taylor
Deja Ariyel Tejada
Sedric D. Tello
Michelle Lynn Terry
Erin M. Theiller
Lindsay Ann Thomas
Sandra Marie Thomas
Ryan Andrew Thompson
Taylor Lorraine Thompson
Caitlin Christina Thorn
Stephen J. Tibensky
Ashlyn Marie Tillman
Keith Edison Tirpak
Sarah Rebecca Tkatsenko
Chase Tomasin
Antonio Giovanni Torlentino”
Chloe Elizabeth Tracy
Julia Tran
Wyonna Tran
Anne-Ruth Cajigan Trousdell”
Kataryzna Anna Trzesniewski
Monika Janina Trzesniewski
Madeline Claire Turo
Serena Karr Tycko
Matthew Cedric Ulbing
Jeffrey Robert Uy
Hilal Selina Uyanik
Elisabeth Anne Van Tassell
Isabella Liz Vargas
Daniel David Vascones
Helene Liz Vasquez
Karen Gisel Vazquez
Kayla Arianna Velazquez
Timothy Ethymis Verdis
Cale Alexander Vermillerra
Nigel Martin Viegas
Oliveia Elizabeth Villano
Jillian Nicole Vinci
Caitlin Nicole Vitro
Lisa Stephanie Viviano
Alyssa Irene Vogt
Ryan von Hof’
Nicole Marie Vutera
Esther Kyla Wagner
Hannah Janette Wagner
Isabella M. Wagner
Wyatt James Walker
Bingwei Wang”
Haoyu Wang’
Kaiwen Wang’
Kally K. Wang
Xiaosheng Wang’
Xinni (Chloe) Wang’
Ying Wang
Zhongjia Wang
Sean Anthony Ware’
Samuel Flores Wassey
Jennifer L. Waterman’
Audrey Nicole Weber
Camilla Jean Weeden
Katrina Kimie Weiner
Erin Kathleen Weiss
Ted Weng
Madison Olivia Werner
Kristi-Lee Baby Whalen’
Sarah Nicole Wierzbiicki
Geraldine T. Wijesundera/ Matthew Alexander Wilomovsky
Dylan J. Wimer
Larkin Jason Wisdom
Alyssa Wohl’
Jamie Wong’
Justin Wong
Samantha Hillary Wong
Timothy Wong
Kayla Wood
Trevin James Woutersz
Rasheema Kareama Wright
Shengfeng Wu
Vincent Wu
Weiqi Wu
Kelly Lin Kaczor Wurthrich
Lauren M Wysocki
Fanny Xu
Xiaoying Xu”’
Michaela Yancey
Angela Yang
Briana Marie Yarrington
Kayla Soo Jung Yim’
Saar Yona”
Christopher Yu
Dongyuel Yu
Fang Yu
Florence Yu
Xiaozhen Yu
Yanan Yu
Jackie Yuan
Amanda Rose Zaccagnino
Sihan Zeng
Alice Lynch Zhang
Andy Zhang
Janice Zhang
Matthew H. Zhang
Shiyue Zhang
Michelle B. Zharkov
Kevin Zheng
Vicky X. Zheng
Jun Peng Zhou
Hui Zhu
Christopher John Zidik
Samantha Anne Ziesel
Peter Vari Zimalist
Nina Zou

---
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CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED STUDIES AND MASTER’S DEGREES

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Brooke Heather Cohen**
Myles A. Comma
Samuel R. Cook
Thomas A. Cooper
Sydney J. Corda
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Coughlin
Christopher Michael Courtney
Kerri Ann Culhane**
Aidan Matthew Dadabo
Alex William David
Gregory Dominick DeCola
Dominick Dellicurti**
Anthony J. DeMaria
Kevin Derby
Thomas Kevin Doherty
Lucas J. Donnellan
Matthew Jake Doscas
Adrian André Drysdale
Lauren Ashley Duffy**
Grace Katherine Eiseman
Kristin Taylor Ellis
Stephen N. Fisher
Michael Leonard Franco
Alissa Marie Franze
Michael Friedman**
Thomas Camilo Fuzia
Brendan Gallagher
Victoria Rose Gardner*
Mark Dean Gargan
Jake Michael Garnsey
Andrea Victoria Garthwaite
Kevin Giacchetto

Marie Christine Giacinto
Brian C. Giarraputo
Daniel C. Gilburne*
James Charles Gill Jr.
Rebecca Gorman
Brandon Scott Gow
Alec Joseph Grassi
Zachary Brandon Green
Alexander Charles Greene
Brendan Kenneth Gregory
Erica Allison Grosser*
Thomas Grosso
Hejun He
Tyler John Hecker*
Janice Ashley Henry*
Samantha A. Hernandez
John Edward Hogan
Skye K. Hoo†
Mark Hough
Jinyan Huang
Ashleigh Morgan Hudzik
Harrison Evian Ivers**
Jason Edward Javier
Andy Slevens Jean-Baptiste
Marisa Joseph
Stephen Michael Kolka*
Julia K. Kontos*
Alex Miller Kornberg*
Alec M. Kranyak
Emily Marie Kreitsek
Daniel James Krohn**
Nicole Marie Lapinski
Ladies, gentlemen, family, friends, faculty and my fellow classmates of the Class of 2021: Before I begin, I want to thank those professors who chose this speech among the outstanding collection of speeches written by my peers. I also thank all of my friends and peers who expressed their support for me and their anticipation of this speech. I am delighted to be with you at this graduation during this difficult, new “way of life.” I am particularly humbled by the honor bestowed on me to say something and share this amazing day with you!

Let me start by congratulating all of us graduates! Our hard work has culminated in this momentous occasion. No matter the many classes or schools we attend, a graduation ceremony remains one of the most memorable events in anybody’s life and comes at the end of a long journey of academic and social preparations. As I write this speech I find myself experiencing numerous conflicted emotions, which I am certain many of you here empathize with. First, I am filled with a great sense of happiness, gratitude and accomplishment. My colleagues and I have put forth much effort in the last few years to be able to say that we deserve to be here after surviving the very difficult time experienced around the world since the pandemic started. It was something not envisioned and seemed an insurmountable task, but we adapted and triumphed!

To utilize my business and financial training here at Binghamton University, I will give an analogy; the diploma you receive today is your insurance policy with the premium paid in full by your hard work over the last few years! The value of this policy depends on how much effort you put into your education and what you do with it as you continue after graduation.

Use it and take advantage of what it offers. Adapt, change and be open-minded as we progress forward in this strange, new world we now live in. Think of it as your passport on a path to higher earnings and protection against tough economic times. As with most things, this is not a guarantee, but it will always help. This diploma represents a public educational system within the SUNY network that ensures that all young students here in Binghamton, N.Y., and across the nation have access to the same experiences that have shaped you and me; a first-rate education and exposure to the diverse beliefs and traditions that drive an ever interdependent and complex world.

Take these experiences with you. Keep close to your fellow students, professors, family and friends you’ve made here at Binghamton University. Do well wherever you go or whatever you decide to do in your careers.

You’ve earned this life passport and all of the future stamps that will accumulate as you continue to learn and experience the world. Use it well! Again, congratulations to each of us and may we all succeed in the years ahead!

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
## CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree awarded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edward T. Aaron</td>
<td>fall 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Louis Abrams</td>
<td>winter 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Said Acar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shabieksa Jabeer Achil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Grant Adamo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacinta Addo-Badu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Tanitoluwa Adeyemi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia Mariana Afkham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Leigh Agnoli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Tamari Aguirre Ozuna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozge Akkaya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Meir Akrish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyza Akyüz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilhan Alanya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Lance Albrecht</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagan Alexander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Rose Alkins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary James Allen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birce Nur Altunsu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Robert Ames</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Andrushková</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewura Akua Antobre Anim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Jonathan Antosh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prerana Arra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Aslan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet D. Avery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Michael Azar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Azougi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kieran J. Bagley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayse Bakar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa D. Bandler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyra Jean Becker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daobi Joshuah Belleh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina M. Belrose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Marshall Benderman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Philippis Bentley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Rose Berkowitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Bikvan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krisztina Blackham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leighton Daniel Blackwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Blanchard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Robert Boljevic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared R. Bond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Bonsignore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Ira Borst V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Anthony Bottner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Charles Brant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Eric Braverman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Braz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Tyler Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Michael Buck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Armin Bulman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Ray Burke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Clarice Buscher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Butler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sung Ho Byun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jodie Pauline Cabin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Joseph Caggiano Jr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Jacob-Francis Calvert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Carrieri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Everett Caspi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Catton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Kaitlyn Cebula</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Devin Chan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria C. Chang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabian Chapoteau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Chhattah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Po-Ting Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond T. Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Courtney Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanglin Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Xiang Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yongtong Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanne Cheng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sin Yee Cheung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Chín</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Chodrow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janvi Choudhary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Chow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Chow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malka Vered Chu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Chun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woojin Jeon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Eunji Chung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine A. Collins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Smyth Conner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack M. Conroy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Anthony Continetti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocelyn Sierra Cottington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared A. Cruz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payton Mykalah Czupil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherry Dang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shayanne Summer Daye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson Megan De Croce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Anthony Kevin Deehan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timoleon Patrick Deliannys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilana Brooke Desmond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth M Devlin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhavreet Kaur Dhand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis J. DiPusco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamatia Marie Dimitriou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista Lily DiResta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler James Dixon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseniy Dmitriev</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Grace Doherty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Anne Doht</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Alexis Dones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuansong Dong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Rose Druss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Steven Dubner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Dziamalek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Grube Eckhaus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Ryan Scofield Ellis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Richard Englander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Paul Erb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anil Hakan Erguvan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Fama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Joseph Fanara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronson Alexander Farr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick P. Farran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Fasano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Isaac Feder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Feng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branden Michael Fernandez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Matthew Ferrara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selcuk Erkan Fidan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam George Fields</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas M. Filipakis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica P. Fishel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Jared Fisher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan J. Flynn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis W. Foerschner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Andrew Folk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Folsmbee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Gabrielle Fontana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan T. Forster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson David Franzen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Eric Fruchter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin Fung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvis Maia Gadelha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian M. Galante</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas J. Galanti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Patrick Gallagher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ximena Mayte Galvan Olvera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylene Gao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Garber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Henry Gardner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Rachel Gardner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet R. Geary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Howard Geasor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew David Gelfars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Thomas Gell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin P. Genet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily K. Gernavits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Giacalone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Elizabeth Giambra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Gligio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Taylor Gileski</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross H. Gillman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Bridget Gleason</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Gochman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek J. Gonda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Avi Goodkin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer David Goody</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avi Gottlieb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope P Gray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Grisales Trivino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Alex Gronemus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reese Benjamin Grossman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayeon Gu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yixin Gu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Guan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Isabel Guzman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas J. Guzzi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Matthew Haas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Hyacinth Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcela E. Harmuch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’ron Elijah Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Harush</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre Barbar Haykal Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy He</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Sarah Heisler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan J. Herbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saffron Mae Herbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael B. Herceg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Lynn Hess-Hover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Joseph Hetzke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burton Kwong Hymn Ho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chungtai Ho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Suzanne Hockenberger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonah Charles Hoffer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabian Hoh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Chase Hohner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Marie Holland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skye K. Hoo†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Aaron Horowitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyue Hu†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert A. Huben</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvatore Jenna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Jacob Israel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariel Margolit Jacobs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Jellinck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Jenkin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yifan Jia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuyu Jiang†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yijia Jing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daeyun Jo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Erik Johnsen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subin Jung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya A. Kallman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin A. Kallman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Jaya Kanton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crysfrakahan Israel Kapio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Degree Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aarvin Varghese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soumya Ann Varughese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Vatai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Christina Vissichelli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent M. Vitale</td>
<td><strong>Degree awarded fall 2020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rene Vorilas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Voroshylo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Wachs</td>
<td><strong>Degree awarded summer 2020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Matthew Wahl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayumi Wakatsu</td>
<td><strong>Degree awarded fall 2020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Michael Walters</td>
<td><strong>Degree awarded fall 2020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Wang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minglu Wang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peng Wang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaozheng Wang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xuening Wang</td>
<td><strong>Degree awarded summer 2020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Wei</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Robert Weinfeld</td>
<td><strong>Degree awarded fall 2020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Robin Weinstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Benjamin Weiss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Henry Weiss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Wen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Vincent Werny</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Chanyoung Whang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Wilk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Wilson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin G. Wong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Kendaline Wong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Michael Wyskida</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junfeng Xiang</td>
<td><strong>Degree awarded fall 2020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazal Yagci</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariella Yahoudae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoke Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian C. Yeatts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ege Yilmaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Yoon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Denis Youmans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Young</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Paul Zadra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcus S. Zaiff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidia Zaka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marios Zervos</td>
<td><strong>Degree awarded fall 2020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hao Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingyi Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine M. Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zihan (Hannah) Zhang</td>
<td><strong>Degree awarded winter 2021</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zixuan Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheding Zhao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lei Zheng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Zhou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziqi Zhou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiwen Zhu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanzhang Zhu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yufei Zhu</td>
<td><strong>Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kant Zhuang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THOMAS J. WATSON COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

DEAN KRISHNASWAMI SRIHARI

DEPARTMENT STUDENT MARSHALS
Birkan Ak, Turkish Dual-Diploma Program
Joseph Belmonte, Mechanical Engineering
Christina Capobianco, Biomedical Engineering
Jacob Citone, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Alison Garrity, Computer Science
Linh Nguyen, Systems Science and Industrial Engineering
Zachary H. Zelker, Electrical and Computer Engineering

STUDENT MARSHAL
Nicholas Walling, Computer Science
GRADUATE STUDENT REMARKS

Byron Stewart-Drysdale ’20, MS ’21

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

It seemed every adult gave us the same advice when we were going off to college: “Do your homework, participate in class and study hard.” While this was great advice, no one seemed to mention the most important aspect of college. Friends.

Being from upstate New York, where it’s brick six months of the year, everyone in my area intended to go off to school where it’s warm or simply just far away from their parents. That being said, I’m not sure how I ended up in Binghamton, just two hours away from my hometown! But the reality is, no matter where you are in the world, it means nothing without genuine people to experience it with.

I transferred to Binghamton my sophomore year from the University at Buffalo. When I arrived here, I would sit alone in the back of my classes — if I even went. Being on my own at a new school where everyone already had their friends from freshman year was troublesome. The feeling of being alone had a tremendous negative effect on my mental health and, as a result, my class attendance. I remember my differential equations professor would let us know there was going to be a quiz during the next class and I still would not show up. That semester I got a 2.5 GPA.

Fast forward to junior year. I really started to get to know my classmates for who they were, and I met the most amazing group of people. Any time I was thinking about skipping class, they would somehow always convince me to still go. Nights where I just did not want to do my homework or start that project, they would push me to get it done and offer to help in any way possible. I almost skipped a career fair that year until my best friends showed up at my door and said, “We’re doing this together.” That same career fair is where I landed my first internship. I remember pulling consecutive all-nighters in the library with this graduating class, completing the infamous project three. These kinds of experiences have made everyone here at Binghamton University feel like family to me. Just knowing you have amazing people in your corner who you can turn to for anything makes a world of difference. It’s because of all of you that my entire experience at this University changed. From my first semester barely in good academic standing, I ended up getting accepted into Binghamton’s accelerated master’s program.

It may feel like our time at Binghamton has flown by. However, I encourage you to really look back on the years you’ve spent here and remember all the sleepless nights, the bad grades you thought were the end of the world and every achievement you’ve ticked off along the way. Even your personal growth and appearance. I know when I first got to Binghamton, I was bald and 20 pounds lighter!

And if you ever feel like you can’t do something or that you aren’t enough, just look at where you are now. All the exams you thought you’d never pass, all the projects you thought you’d never finish and all the days you thought you’d never make it through; you did! I have nothing but full confidence this will hold true for anything you decide to do from this point forward. I thank every single person in this graduating class, and I want you to know that you have a friend in me, for life.
CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED STUDIES AND MASTER'S DEGREES

CERTIFICATE IN COMPLEX SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Neil Gregory MacLaren
Eric Peña
Shane Joshua St. Luce
Abeer Wahshey
Christopher J. Woloshyn

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING

Sara E. Abbondondolo
Jada C. Basdeo
Ethan J. Blumenthal
Margaret Grace Blystone
Jonah Michael Chambers
Yundi Chen
Jake T. Colonna
Daniel Jeffrey DelBalzo
Cynnia Mei Deng
Andrew Leonard Eget
Alexander I. Fogarasi
Jacob Merle Gershon
Heather Nicole Gorodess
Amelia Anne Guyon
Rhea Lucas John
Admin Kolenovic
Joseph James Kowzin
Cooper James Langenis
Matthew Legovich
Nicholas John Linehan
Patrick S. McMahon
Brenda Belem Palma Hernandez
Paul Michael Pearlmutter
Ernest Puletsi
Christina Marie Schmidt
Hannah Dorothy Smith
Jillian Marie Smollar
Emily E. Szabo
Emily Anne Thummler
Muzzammil Ullah
Brandon Vaglio
Richard William Westcott
Fei Xue
Alexia Chantal Yue

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Nicholas Anthony Abate
Shruti Agrawal
Tejesh Agrawal
Tomer Y. Alon
Naresh Kumar Anantharam
Anurag Subhash Andhare

Akshay Kumar Dilip Kumar
Anvekar
Jatin Arora
Necati Anikan Ayan
Dashmi A. Badadale
Veena Ambadas Badag
Susmith Badri
Hari Baskar Balu
Vaibhav Vasantrao Bandewar
Vladimir Beauge
Shashank Bengaluru Srinivasa
Nitin Bethanapalli
Sanjay Bettadapura Ganesh
Aditya Nitin Bhagwat
Adwaith Bharani
Vinith Suresh Bhosale
Nan Bi
Sai Pawan Kalyan Bommali
John Henry Burns
Bhuvan Chadha
Sushil Sitaram Chaskar
Aditya Sanjeev Chaudhari
Abha Chaudhary
Boxu Chen
Ashmeet Kaur Chhabra
Kajal Chingsubam
Amol Vinay Chotalia
Bhargav Choudhury
Ramesh Chowdarakally
Dallis Nolasco Cordeiro
Yagna Theja Daggupati
Devansh Das
Charuhas Girish Daware
Bhagwan Sanjay Deore
David Demicco
Darshan Ramchandra Desai
Sadhana Vilas Desai
Shreya Nilesh Desai
Shreya Vinay Desai
Ketan Satish Deshpande
Pranav Vithalrao Deshpande
Prasann Prakash Deshpande
Monish Devendran
Akshay Dhruv
Rohit Mahendra Dhuri
Steffy Simon Dias
Bhanu Dobriyal
Darshan Doodaghatta
Jasmeet Kaur Dua
Jeffrey Robert Eymer
Dali Fan
Tuoyan Fan
Peilun Feng
Kenneth Peter Fernandes
Colin Fiutak

Hao Fu
Mohit Gadi
Harshit Garg
Nutan Shankar Gawade
Chethana Gopinath
Swaroop Gowda Shanthakumar
Arun Reddy Gummala
Yanchen Guo
Neha Gupta
Sushma Hanumanthu
Carolina Hernandez Mateo
Kiran Haresh Hiranandani
Yishang Hu
Yingbo Huang
Meghana Hubli
Basi Reddy Inja
Nay Nayan Jagda
Abhilasha Ashok Jain
Hexiang Jia
Jithin Jose
Sharvari Kedar Joshi
Ankita Kadu
Bugra Kalayci
Sowjanya Devi Kalindi
Akash Kumar Reddy Kancharla
Prathima Kandhi
Tejas Samir Kapadia
Prashant Prabhu Kariyannavar
Karthik Kasarapu
Ramadeep Kaur
Mayur Baban Khomane
Amey Manohar Khot
Krishnakamal Gopikishan Koka
Siddhesh Vilas Kolhapure
Nikhil Kommuri
Sai Kishore Konatham
Saurabh Korade
Sanjana Kothapally
Gaurav Nitin Kothari
Chaitanya Shashikant Kshirsagar
Chaitanya Kulkarni
Varsha Kumbhar
Rohit Hemant Kulkarni
Kamal Sureshkumar Kumawat
Wenzhe Leng
Yongheng Li
Yuanbo Li
Zhen Lin
Chengyan Liu
Kai Liu
Tianze Liu
Yakun Liu
Prathamesh Nitin Lonkar
Baicen Lu
Xianzheng Lu
Hrishikesh Shivdas Mahajan
Divyeshkumar Dhanusukhbhai
Mairsuriv
Haniel Sceva Manda
Sai Trippura Manne
Emir Can Marangos
Sai Venkat Vara Prasad Masaram
Anila Mathew
Jeremy Eli Meguira
Shweta Sharad Mestry
Abhimanshu Mishra
Kasturi Tarachand More
Sai Sandeep Reddy Morram
Reddy
Shreya Mukka
Humayun Hidayatulla Mulla
Reha Abhay Musale
Akshay Arvind Naik
Ridhuv harsh Natarajan
Aniket Sanjay Nikam
Harsh Sanjay Pacherkar
Sat Vidyadhara Palshetkar
Yue Pui
Jaimil Nilesh Parikh
Milind Keshav Parlawar
FNU Parneet
Neel Rajesh Patel
Pratik Jaswant Patel
Prathamesh Liladhar Patwa
Shubham Sanjay Patwa
Daniel Mounil Paul
Qi Pei
Milton A. Peraza
Chetan Dattatray Pingale
Naveen Chowdary Podu
Roham Rajendr Pokharna
Preeta Priyam
Zhanyan Qiu
Kamleshwar Sreenivasan Ragava
Srinidhi Raghavendra
Kumaramanivel Ramanathan
Joseph Daniel Ramli
Smriti Ganesh Rao
Saheb Jaylesh Raut
Aravind Kumar Rayala
Puneeth Reddirajula
Pranitha Reddy Lakshmiga
Jie Ren
Shriniket Vithal Revadekar
Anjali Rohilla
Shrijeet Bhagwanrao Rupnar
Babaar Harish Sadhnani
Arnish Sahai
Sagar Rajiv Sahani
Kulraj Singh Saini

Thomas J. Watson College of Engineering and Applied Science
Master of Science in Industrial and Systems Engineering

Laith Abu Lekham
Qianxu Ai
Bharath Reddy Alandur Ramesh
Shruti Tulasidas Ambadkar
Ankita Kishor Bopchi
Kate Chance Boyle
Melih Metin Cetin
Xiaoyu Chen
Yan Chen
Yingyu Chen
Wendy Chen Carter
Cheng Cheng
Youcheng Cheng
Kshitij Sunil Cholke
Anoop Arvind Choudhari
Chad-Martin Padilla Cooks
Chad-Martin Cooks
Pranita Pandikul Dalvi
Samuel Marc Danziger
Pancham Noel Dcunha
Atmaj Shirish Deshpande
Pooja Dnyandeo Dethe
Santino Michael Di Fiore
Joseph James Esposito
Santino Michael Di Fiore
Pooja Dnyandeo Dethe
Santino Michael Di Fiore
Joseph James Esposito
Eric J. Flynn
Apurva Gaikwad
Jasmine Ghorbani
Anand Gopalakrishnan
Evan J. Halstead
Lydia Jane Hanchett
Sai Sindhu Kalavagadda
Rohit Balkrishna Kamble
Arun Kumaar Kaviriel
Mitchell Pethbandone
Keoumougkhoune
Vyankeate Sandeep Kerukar
Rohit Rajendra Kondalak
Samantha P. Laform
Yuhang Liu
Nathaniel H. Lounsbury
Mohammed Ahmed Abdullah
Mahyoub
Anand Kalyanrao Maldhure
Matthew D. McFarland
Ibrahim Ahmed Mohammed
Kalpesh Deepak More
Dominick Joseph Morrone
Gyana Sai Kiran Mummana
Ketaki Annasaheb Nalkar
Manuel Sande Nyagisere
Rachel Marie O’Connor
Darby Noelani O’Keefe
Akash S. Orum
Gautham Pandiyar
Rushiraj Atul Pandya
Sharva Shailendra Parab
Sudharsan Parthasarathy
Nicholas Peter Pascale
Neel Gaurang Patel
Varneeraj Patel
Ashwin Baghya Pazhani
Matthew Edward Personius
Vera Mary Puglisi
Vivek Rana
Anish Sharad Rane
Somya Sahay
Deshaboina Saikumar
Vrushab Jagdish Sakpal
Roberto Jesus Salazar Reyna
Sakshi Mahesh Sansare
Monish Raja Senthilkumar
Milap Avnishbhai Shah
Shrey Manish Shah
Zachary Phelan Shaw
Dhiraj Ashok Shettykind
Anurag Vidhyadhar Shirke
Saurabh Arvind Singh
Venkata Bhavesh Somisetty
Vijay Srijam
Zejiang Tan
Pravin Hindurao Thorat
Midhun Ram Thulasiraman
shruti radhakrishna Vavhal
Sa Ganesh Venkatasubramanian
Vishnuprasanth Vijaya Kumar
Armando Villegas
nikhil kisan Vishe
Sachin Vohra
Annie Yang
Yuxin Yang
Stepan Yatsko
Chuheng Zhang
Shiyuan Zhen
Yuchen Zong

Master of Science in Healthcare Systems Engineering

Nathaniel Colby Foster
Philip Anthony Leotta
Nora Paige Wilke

Rohan Ravindra Saraf
Aditya Satish Sawant
Krupa Ramesh Sawant
Aditya Diwakar Sawalakhe
Munjal Shah
Sohum Sanjay Shah
Akshay Bhimrao Shinde
Abhimanyu Singh
Shivani Sunil Singh
Siddarth Ravindra Singh
Snehaa Sivakumar
Rajeshwari Somapur
Jesse Darrow Struck
Shiva Prasad Subramani
Mohi Uddin Syed
Shubham Manoj Tapadiya
Yaohan Teng
Rosh Sugathan Thaivalappil
Akash Kamal Thakur
Ruchira Prashant Thete
Shrutika Rohidas Thorat
Kumudini Sharad Thote
Sagar Shantaram Toke
Omkar Vilas Udawant
Subrahmanya Udaya Shankar
Harshit Amrish Vadodaria
Mehul Van
Kasturi Shirish Vartak
Sagar Surendra Vishwakarma
Komal Soham Wadekar
Priti Prabhakar Wakodikar
Prathamesh Vasant Walke
Zhi Xin Wen
Juhui Yadav
Bo Yan
Aravind Reddy Yenugula
Gaurav Reddy Yerradoddi
Kai Yi
M. Shehtab Zaman
Shengjie Zhang
Yakun Zhang

Master of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Seth Arnold
Gurinder S. Bal
Mansi Rajesh Rapat
William Wallace Cass
Liam C. Connor
Brendan Michael Daugherty
Chase B. Deluca
Andrew Francis Dervey
Michael Phillip De Santis
Gabriel John Dubinsky
Daniel John Eby
Michael R. Fevola
Pablo Agustin Funes-Montaldo
Justin A. Gluck
Kayla D. Hackett
Yuyang He
Tomer Itzhaki
Tyler Alan Johnson
Joseph Duval Julien
Ruchita Suhas Katkar
David Monseguela Kela
Mohd Intisar Ullah Khan
Ariel Christina Khachatourian
Joseph Kim
Emily Katherine Kimiecik
Jeremy Kjaer Klein
Benjamin Joseph Lampert
Akshay Rajendra Lele
Joseph Luciano Jr.
Nevin Jacob Nedumthakady
David T. Oladunjoye
Anagha Maroti Pabitwar
Chunyang Pan
Nicholas Eugene Piaquadio
Devin Andrew Quinn
Hardik Vipul Rana
Karthik Ravli
Garrett Michael Robinson
Dylan J. Roney
Michael Benjamin Rosenberg
Jonathan George Rubin
Erich J. Ruckert
Joseph Andrew St. Cyr
Rishabh Rajkumar Sawant
Daniel Albert Schaffer
Yefan Shi
Sharayu Amol Shinde
Ryan K. Smith
Komal Soham Wadekar
Priti Prabhakar Wakodikar
Prathamesh Vasant Walke
Zhi Xin Wen
Juhui Yadav
Bo Yan
Aravind Reddy Yenugula
Gaurav Reddy Yerradoddi
Kai Yi
M. Shehtab Zaman
Shengjie Zhang
Yakun Zhang

Master of Science in Industrial and Systems Engineering

Laith Abu Lekham
Qianxu Ai
Bharath Reddy Alandur Ramesh
Shruti Tulasidas Ambadkar
Ankita Kishor Bopchi
Kate Chance Boyle
Melih Metin Cetin
Xiaoyu Chen
Yan Chen
Yingyu Chen
Wendy Chen Carter
Cheng Cheng
Youcheng Cheng
Kshitij Sunil Cholke
Anoop Arvind Choudhari
Chad-Martin Padilla Cooks
Chad-Martin Cooks
Pranita Pandikul Dalvi
Samuel Marc Danziger
Pancham Noel Dcunha
Atmaj Shirish Deshpande
Pooja Dnyandeo Dethe
Santino Michael Di Fiore
Joseph James Esposito
Eric J. Flynn
Apurva Gaikwad
Jasmine Ghorbani
Anand Gopalakrishnan
Evan J. Halstead
Lydia Jane Hanchett
Sai Sindhu Kalavagadda
Rohit Balkrishna Kamble
Arun Kumaar Kaviriel
Mitchell Pethbandone
Keoumougkhoune
Vyankeate Sandeep Kerukar
Rohit Rajendra Kondalak
Samantha P. Laform
Yuhang Liu
Nathaniel H. Lounsbury
Mohammed Ahmed Abdullah
Mahyoub
Anand Kalyanrao Maldhure
Matthew D. McFarland
Ibrahim Ahmed Mohammed
Kalpesh Deepak More
Dominick Joseph Morrone
Gyana Sai Kiran Mummana
Ketaki Annasaheb Nalkar
Manuel Sande Nyagisere
Rachel Marie O’Connor
Darby Noelani O’Keefe
Akash S. Orum
Gautham Pandiyar
Rushiraj Atul Pandya
Sharva Shailendra Parab
Sudharsan Parthasarathy
Nicholas Peter Pascale
Neel Gaurang Patel
Varneeraj Patel
Ashwin Baghya Pazhani
Matthew Edward Personius
Vera Mary Puglisi
Vivek Rana
Anish Sharad Rane
Somya Sahay
Deshaboina Saikumar
Vrushab Jagdish Sakpal
Roberto Jesus Salazar Reyna
Sakshi Mahesh Sansare
Monish Raja Senthilkumar
Milap Avnishbhai Shah
Shrey Manish Shah
Zachary Phelan Shaw
Dhiraj Ashok Shettykind
Anurag Vidhyadhar Shirke
Saurabh Arvind Singh
Venkata Bhavesh Somisetty
Vijay Srijam
Zejiang Tan
Pravin Hindurao Thorat
Midhun Ram Thulasiraman
shruti radhakrishna Vavhal
Sa Ganesh Venkatasubramanian
Vishnuprasanth Vijaya Kumar
Armando Villegas
nikhil kisan Vishe
Sachin Vohra
Annie Yang
Yuxin Yang
Stepan Yatsko
Chuheng Zhang
Shiyuan Zhen
Yuchen Zong

Master of Science in Industrial and Systems Engineering – Executive Health Systems

Jolie Chow
Brianna Marie Genova
Ross Matthew Hochman
Isabelle Erin Poptean
Michael Anthony Rutigliano
Eddie Wang
Anjelica Weber

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Jasem Alenezi
David R. Arndts
Jonathan Michael Blisko
Lauren Theresa Boston
Gianina M. Bueti
Cihan Canser"**
Justin G. Chalfen
Jan Piotr Cygan
Andre Alain DaLomba
Arron J. Daney
Edward Peter De Lorenzo
David George Demetros
Adrian Jhanci Diz
Andrew John Garabito
Daniel Goldring
Ha Jong Hwan*’
Zachery A. Haag
Riley Lynn Heywood
Aidan Michael Hynes
Andrew Isaac Kim
Yangyang Lai
Zihan Liu
Dwayne Theon Lobo
Ji Ma"**
Peter Robert Marola
Danielle Marie McGrath
Su’llaim A M A Mohammad
Ghazal Mohsenian*
Saurabh Sharad More'
Animesh S. Nanaware
Steven Nicholas
Kyle Taylor Olsen
Jagrav Rajeshbh Patel'
Anish Avinash Puntambekar
Santosh Ravuri
Edward Alan Roth
Benjamin James Rupp
Victoria Ann Schutrum
Lena T. Schwarzenberg
Tyler Niklas Lee O’Connor
Samantha Kamelle Shaffie
Amey Jitendrash Shinde
Anna Maria Spirou
Michael Patrick Stanek
Byron Stewart-Drysdaile
Brendan Michael Sullivan
Yu Tian
Brian James Walsh
Douglas Christopher Worthington Jr.
Humphrey Chihsun Wu"**
Victor Yu"'
Shuang Zhang
Zeyu Zhong

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE
Jennifer Aunchalie Komain-Eg’
Jiageng Liu
Tyler Foin Moy
Hannah Taryn O’Brien**
Eric Peña
Alexey S. Petrov’’
Murali Krishna Tummala-pali

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE—EXECUTIVE HEALTH SYSTEMS
Kajol Viren Bahl’
Malene Alexa Brereton’
Peguy Ceneus’
Hollis Grant Cuffie’

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE, HEALTH SYSTEMS
Manjusha John
Chiji Mathew
Dear Binghamton University faculty, staff, administrators, family, friends and graduates.

What an honor it is to be speaking with you today! I want to start by congratulating the Class of 2021!

Wow, these four years flew by! I remember the first day I moved onto the campus and how overwhelmed I felt. I hardly knew anyone, and the campus was so big, it terrified me. As I began classes, I started to familiarize myself with my peers and, thankfully, most of the first-year engineers lived together in the Mountainview College community.

We would soon realize how grateful we were to be neighbors when we would stay up until the crack of dawn getting ready for the Arduino competition. We were either trying to get our code to work or keeping our prototype stable to show it to the hundreds of people who would be at the Arduino Expo. And remember the reverse engineering project where we disassembled an entire appliance and had no idea how to put it back together? Some of them had so many pieces that we would stay as still as possible when taking them apart. As years went by, we were involved with so many organizations on campus and participated in a variety of programs.

All of these experiences have allowed us to teach each other along the way. We all bring unique perspectives to the table, and that is why we worked so well together and are taking this next step with each other. We were so eager to get involved and leave our mark on everything we did. We are trailblazers!

Through this pandemic, we managed to stay close and active, making a bond that is stronger than most student bodies in normal times, given the challenges we faced with the COVID-19 mandates. The pandemic proved that we are adaptable — similar to chameleons. We change our colors along the way to adjust to new environments.

After completing our degrees in this trying time, we all have realized our superpowers in some shape or form. In our first year, I vividly remember how stressed we were when deciding which type of engineering we would study over the next three years. Today, we’re getting accepted to graduate schools and receiving full-time offers from top, global companies. Binghamton University, and specifically the Thomas J. Watson College of Engineering and Applied Science, has gifted us the knowledge and resources we need to be successful. It is our time to go out into the world and apply what we learned to further our careers and teach the next generation.

Congratulations!

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
As we gather in celebration of graduation, I am humbled to address the faculty, staff, administrators, students, family members and guests here today. I am certain that I haven’t met all of my fellow students, but I hope you remember me by the story that I’m so grateful to share with you.

Coming to Binghamton University, one of my first struggles was teaching my Haitian family how to properly say the name of our school. You wouldn’t believe the different versions of Binghamton I got from them! Also, I absolutely had no clue that the institution is regarded as the “public ivy” until I arrived. Why didn’t anyone tell me?

At the earliest stages of my college career, I found myself feeling very unworthy of my accomplishments and education. Being one of the “only (insert personal identifier)” in your classes can be very intimidating, and in my case, I fell silent in engineering classes as my thoughts convinced me that, somehow, I would say the wrong answer and feel instant humiliation. Then I would watch one of my classmates say exactly what I was thinking in my head, and it would usually be the correct answer!

To overcome my imposter syndrome took an immense amount of work and is still an uphill battle today. Most of my self-work actually didn’t take place in the Engineering Design Division (EDD) Lab, when I would be there way past library hours completing a MATLAB assignment. It all started when I declared a minor in theatre and took my first dance class at Binghamton. Now, you may be wondering why in the world would an engineering student step foot in a dance class? Well, first, you cannot make it to this ceremony without fulfilling gen-eds, and second, I have been a dancer from a young age and will always be wherever I go.

Stepping into my element allowed me to find my place at Binghamton. By allowing myself to forget dance moves onstage, I simultaneously gained the confidence to be vulnerable in the classroom. I went from sending emails with all of my questions to unmuting myself as often as I needed to understand the material. I started showing up more to student organizations and taking on leadership positions on campus. But don’t be fooled — I made many mistakes along the way, didn’t always get accepted and received an abundance of blessings.

The truth is, you can only learn from your mistakes, not from perfection.

And while this is only one small aspect of my story, I hope it helps each student realize that you are enough — just as you are and where you are — here at Binghamton University’s 2021 Commencement. Always remember that you add value to every room you step into and every Zoom meeting you join, just by being there. So, like one of my mentors always tells me, show up in the ways that you can and be heard. You cannot be heard if you stop talking.
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jacob Joseph Aaronson
Jordan Abbott**
Matthew V. Aber
Daniel M. Adler
Raquel Aquedelo
Saif Ahmed
Birkan Ak
Nilgun Ilayda Akalin
Nicholas John Almy
Anan Anarkulov
Danielle Anzelone
Nan Adom Appiah-Agyemang
Karan Atasoy
Christopher Avery Backus
Taylor Nicole Bader
YuHan Bae
Mert Can Baltaci
Christopher S. Banvard
Solomon Forte Barer
Elif Berfin Basan†
Umut Baris Basol
Natalia Basualdo†
Daniel J. Batista
Ryon T. Batson
Kate Elizabeth Baumstein
Ian Beckman†
Joseph Peter Belmonte
Lucy Deacy Benack
Sarah Jean Benn
Selin Eyülü Bilen
Jeffrey Bodek
Steven G. Bohn***
Andrew John Boot
Daniel D. Bottcher**
Matthew Paul Bradshaw
Fidel Alberto Briones†
Elijah Evans Brown
Nasiah C. Brown
Taylor Brumale
Benjamin Spencer Buchanan
Justin J. Buick
Alexander Robert Burke
Hannah J. Burkhard**
Peter Francis Burkhardt
Henry Wolfe Burns
Zachary Matthew Bush
Noah Grant Butler
Ezgi Cakir
Zachary Kent Calabrese
Craig Michael Campbell
Christina Capobianco
Imane J. Carolina
Kimberly Giselle Carpio Mora†
Reginald William Marcel Carrion†
Jack Michael Casey
John Paul Cashman
Francesca Lauren Cassano
Matthew Thomas Castellucci
Joseph Catuogno
Ian Christopher Cawley
Furkan Enes Celtik
Justin Andrew Chan
Stanley Chan
Michelle Chen
René Chen**
Jeffrey Cheuk
Catherine Jane Chipura
Efaz Chowdhury
Marwa Chowdhury
Allison Chu
Teresa Chu
Jung Chung
Jacob A. Citone
Robert G. Clark
Liam Coen
Matthew J. Coffey
Jason William Coleman
Olivia Keim Collavo
Michael Montgomery Collins
Jordan Matthew Congdon
Jake Kevin Cope**
Charles A. Cortesi III
Claire Mary Coughlin
James A. Coughlin
Stephanie R. Coundouris
Julie Elizabeth Crist
Austin John Crofoot
Aiden Cullo†
John Veblen Curtin Jr.
Kiya Cyrus
Chengce Dai
Andre Alain DaLomba†
Paul Anthony DeCostanza
Matthew Joseph Deedy**
Eleni Demas
Ugurcan Demir
Cynnia Mei Deng†
Nicholas O. Dennis
Andrew Desiderio
Ekin Deveciler†
Thierno Dialia Diallo
Gabriel Ivan Diaz
Rafael Adonis Diaz Jr.*
Megan Jessica DiBella
Robert J. Dickey
Matthew Edward Dillon
Daniel Thomas Dimock
Alvito Michael DiStefano
Sean M. Dolan
Aidan Scott Donaher
Berkay Dorak†
Bradley Alan Dreher†
Kegan K. Dsouza
Jack James Duffy
Brian Thomas Dunn
James Thomas Durkin
Taylor Andonessa Duval
Chad Anthony Economides
Jonathan Christopher Edouard
Daniel Scott Eggers
Yagmur Egilmez*†
Nicole Ann Emma
Brenna Christine Engelhardt
Sean Thomas Erickson
Luis Felipe Espiritusanto
Austen M. Farrell**
Maeva Farrell
Ahmed Umar Fazil
Michael David Feinberg
Joseph Ferring†
Omer Feyzullahoglu†
Marin Frances Fialla
Sara Stephanie Figuerioa
David J. Fletcher II
Melany F. Francisco
Elizabeth Fan Fu
Tyler John Gabriel**
Eri Melissa Gambino
Helen Gao
Tonglu Gao
Samuel David Garcia
Xavier Valentín García†
Naman Garg
Alison G. Garrity
Haluk Can Gavas
Jackson Bernard Gee
Jeremy Gendler
Joseph Anthony Giachetti
Randolfo Noel Giron
Dominick Cesar Giustino
Justin Spencer Glickman
Max D. Gogats†
Eduardo Gomez
Miguel Gomez
Jared Charles Gooding
Jacob A. Goodman
Ashley Monica Granger
Hunter Charles Greco
James Francis Greco
Stephanie D. Greenberg
Ian Rupners Griffin
Alexandra R. Guardo
Nazli Guler
Theresa Marie Gundel
Kerem Gurses
Evan Joseph Haber
Timothy M. Hake
Gil Halaf
Graham Parker Hall
Tanner S. Hammet
Nicholas Ryan Harding
Nicholas Scott Harlander
Drew Joseph Harper
Alexis ReAnn Haywood
Emma Sara Heaton
Matthew Harmon Heitner
Casie Marie Henderson
Jonah Hendler
James Phillip Herrera
Kyle J. Heyer†
Michael Christian Higgins
John T. Hormis
Thomas Raymond Horowitz
Jeffrey R. Hotaling
Michael Vincent Huber
Thomas Hur
Robert James Hutton
Salvatore F. Imbriale
Michael Scott Imhoff
Naor Yaacov Isak
Drew Evan Jacobson**†
Jordan Max Jacobson
Joseph Vincent Jacovetti
Catherine Nicole Janda
Henry D. Jarzab†
Junhson Marly Jean-Baptiste**
Lucas Jeanneret
Melanie P. Jebsen
Calvin Jian
Steven John†
Kenisha Tori Bascombe Jones**†
Daniel Joseph Juhasz
Ben S. Kadmon
James William Kaminski
Patrick S. Kelly
Lucas Christian Kemmerling
Alexander William Kennedy**†
Alexander James Khadjadorian
Shazid Hossain Khan
Ali Kilinc
Ilhan Kilinc†
Katelyn Ji Hyun Kim
Randy Brett Kipnis
Brandon Charles Kipp
Travis Klipp
Colin Parks Knarich
Margaret Jan Koekkoek
Ezziel Kopilak
Dominik Jozef Kovalcik
Adrian Michael Kulesza
Sean Kunz**†
Jessica Lin Kuo
Matthew Alan Kyea
Thomas Joseph Labbe
Angela Frances Lagnese
Brandon Joseph Lallier
Derrick T. Lam
Mia N. Landers
Peter M. Lanza
Liam Daniel Lasurdo

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

HONORS IN THE COLLEGE OF COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Emily Leah Blank
Kyle L. Brooks
Rebecca Brown-Weinstock
Kimberly Cheung
Rachel M. Compton-Monell
Kallie Lynn Graver
Hannah K. Greenwald
Allison Jennifer Laffey
Faith Catherine Medina
Charlotte Grace Monsour
Christopher Scheel
Juliette F. Schmidt
Aliana Elizabeth Sheers
Carly B. Wasserman
Hannah J. White
Kailey Grace Williams

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Aneesa Rose Addarich
Kaylie Gail Amoriello
Dion Andracchio
Christina Marie Bartelli
Sari Bochner
Rebecca Faith Bond
Melinda Christine Byrne
Hannah Chiappisi

CUM LAUDE
Julia Brooke Anderson
Natali Avshalomov
Christian J. Barrett

Emma Lou Benson
Melissa Lauren Bezzina
Jack Ryan Christie
Rachel Victoria Crai
Brooke Lindsay Csillag
Sarah Elizabeth Dibble
Madison Sara Einhorn
Ashley M. Epstein
Daniel Michael Gabel
Katherine Gennarelli
Halley Tikeva Gerber
Catherine Marie Going
Stacey-Ann J. Gordon
Kara Elise Hausamann
Kiersten Olivia Himman
Jonathan Asher Holtz
Tisnue Jean-Baptiste
Kezia Mary Johnson
Jonathan Dong Heon Kim
Carisa Lau
Emily Leibowitz
Sarah Rose Leirey
Madelyn Rose Levine
Franco Lidzki
Maya Lord-Dagogostino
Brianna Lena Manginelli
Victoria Noel Markham
Mary-Emma Rose McRae
Abigail Rose Melillo
Lauren Ashley Moerler
Toni Gabrielle Oppenheim
Yance Carolin Ortiz
Ananda Aurora Parris
Justin Jabari Randolph
Sarah Angel Rivera
Garrett Armand Rodas
Briea M. Romano
Alyssa Zola San Andres
Cameron Eve Sharlach
Amanda Haley Solomon
Lifu Song
Claudia Mackenzie Spellicy
Leila Squier
Holly Linda Swimm
Megan Britania Tapia Ramirez
Maya Sarah Tipiere
Leah Elizabeth Tompkins
Rose S. Ulaner
Jasmine A. Walker
Caitlin Clark Wuest
Hailey Claire Zion

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

HONORS IN THE DECKER COLLEGE OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lily Balsen
Nadia Elizabeth Wassermann
Dana Weibman
Anne Elizabeth Welte
Sydney Rose Wielstein

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kate Elizabeth Annesi
Jessica A. Binkewicz
Jaime Lynn Campbell
Noah John Clark
Emily Theresa Culbert
Gianna Marie Degrezia
Samantha Duncan
Delaney Elizabeth English
Haley P. Everding
Catherine Joy Kanwisher
Joseyln Lantigua
Nicole Emilia Lavigne
Sara Elizabeth Leab
Gwendolyn X. Lee
Rachel Louise Lehman
Katherine J. Leonard
TJ Leong
Amanda Margaret Longo
Josephine Ma
Mia Elisa Malandruccolo
Amanda Lorelle McNulty
Megan Marie McWhorter
Sara Elizabeth Nelson
Clare Mary Pierret
Jacqueline E. Pina
Kathryn V. Podeszwa
Moses Reyes
Alyssa Marie Roman
Hannah F. Rousell
Maci Emily Spaulding
Amanda Weng
Sarah Nikola Willis
Catherine Grace Wong
Wendy Xia
Emily Yu

CUM LAUDE
Erica Nicole Bachiller
Rachel Diane Barbithe
Theresa Ann Cali
Whella Mae T. Carino
Michael Christmas
Gabrielle Mara Cornelius
Jamie DeTingo
Grace Elizabeth Edmundson
Ashlynn Nicole Gillilan
Emily Lauren Guida
Lillith Harrington
Alicia A. Hernandez
Dori Alexandra Hicks

HONORS IN THE HARPUR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Taylor Marie Adamo
Keno Aaron Burckhardt
Ellie Taylor Casterline
Talia Raitt Cheifetz
Sally Chen
Mejabeen Chowdhury
Teresa Chu
Hannah Rose Clary
Teja Leah Otis Clayman
Alicia Eleanor Clum
Rochelle Claire Cohen
Alise Taylor Colandro
Rebecca Marie Colao
Olivia Hannah Condos
Autumn Rose Connor
Alex Jinbok Covone
Lamorna Grace Coyle
Aiden Cullo
Samantha Lois Cupolo
Niles James Davies
Sarah Lillian Davis
Joseph N. Delli Gatti
Laura Stefanie DeLuca
Dana Ann DeNave
Sandra Deng
Jessica E. Denney
Kristiana Deur
Shannon Leigh Doherty
Amanda Margaret Earls
Lena Nicole Eder
Golda B. Eichen
Brandon Ross Erby
Ifeoma Nneoma Ezeilo
Peter William Farquharson
Gabrielle Sara Fiello
Jesse Maverick Filippazzo
Nina Rose Filippone
Nicole Rose Flamenbaum
Carolyn Rose Fon
Mary Elizabeth Fon
Ethan A. Fouks
Marina Francesca Fratto
Ethan Fung
Ariel Jade Gaete
Jackson Gregory Galati

CUM LAUDE
Jonathan David Gaughan
Sara Gershon
Miwa May Goble
Allison Marie Goetz
Samson Lev Goldberg
Miguel Gomez
Haley M. Gravalis
Julia Guerrero
Sitong Guo
Tenzing Lobzang Gurung
Jacob Tamas Gyory
Sophia Rose Hall
Susan Maria Hansen
Jacob Matthew Harron
Carly Heitner
Rhianna Grace Henson
Abbegail R. Herkel
Samantha Beth Herlands
Ryan William Hollaron
Hannah Hudes
Tyler D. Hunsberger
Jordan Shai Hutt
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Janine Francis Hvizdos**  
Morgan Iskowitz  
Yeshaya Jedian  
Tyler Erik Johnsen  
Maya Alexa Kallman  
Aisha Kassim  
Aavre S. Kestay  
Elizabeth Rose Kilpatrick  
Olivia Kim  
Brenna Elizabeth Klawitter**  
Ryan Michael Kohlmyer  
Rebecca Koltun  
Sarah E. Kromer  
Gregory William Kyro  
Ashley Rose O’Toole  
Sienna H. O’Leary  
Sylvia Margaret Niemann  
Meghan Grace Nielsen  
Brandon M. Ngo  
Alexis Eve Newman  
Mackenzie Leroux Murphy  
Sara Margaret Murphy**  
Alexis Eve Newman  
Brandon M. Ngo  
Meghan Grace Nielsen  
Sylvia Margaret Niemann  
Sienna H. O’Leary  
Ashley Rose O’Toole  
Gregory Heath Orlando  
Noah M. Orlian  
David Scott Osterhout Jr.  
Bennett Owens  
Samantha Lynn Paley  
Jacob Francis Parker  
Ariella S. Patchen’  
Parth Prashant Patel  
Matthew James Pelowski  
Peter Thomas Penta  
Stephen James Perez  
Victoria Paige Perretti  
Kevin Edward Phillips**  
Sonny Amrit Pohar  
Kyle Joseph Polidore’  
Daniel Stanley Joseph Powell  
Allyson Nora Powers  
Matthew Robert Pressimone  
Elizabeth R. O. Price  
Seth Owen Price  
Rebekah Elizabeth Rainford  
Kevin N. Reilly  
Isabella Mir Romano  
Tara Rebecca Rosen  
Haidi Rrista  
Anmei Haina Rupnick  
Lea Simone Safarpour  
Julia L. Saltzman  
Kat Sanders  
Orlando James Santiago  
Anthony Saturno  
Ryan Elyse Schieber  
Julia Jennifer Schildwachter  
Pnina R. Schloss  
Juliette F. Schmidt  
Molly Elizabeth Schottmiller  
Jack Victor Sedaka  
Niraj Sanjay Shah  
Neha Shaik  
Liam P. Shanley  
Ashley Diana Shayya  
Jacob William Shepard  
Anastasia Shifchik”  
Zachary Thomas Shults  
Henry Dennis Sinnott**  
Jacob Daniel Sirof  
Raya Tobie Skopicki  
Rachel Hannah Slotnick  
Tomasz Solecki  
Raine Sroge Johnson**  
Victoria Rose Stento  
Marina Cherry Stern  
Emma Tennyson-Hickey  
Michelle Lynn Terry  
Erik M. Theillier  
Jenna Hailey Theodorellis  
Lindsay Ann Thomas  
Julia Tran  
Kate D. Turrell’  
Olivia Elizabeth Villano  
Paige Marie Volkmann  
Brendan E. Walsh  
Samuel Flores Wassey  
Yibin Wei  
Alexandra Nicole Weick”  
Katrina Kimie Weisburd  
Kelsey Elizabeth Weisburd  
Andrew Paul Weiss  
Hannah J. White  
Kailey Grace Williams  
Jonathan J. Wu  
Lauren M. Wysocki  
Haitong Xiao  
Hazal Yagi  
Diliya Yalikun  
Kelly A. Young  
Shanshui Yu  
Xiao Yu  
Yifan Yu  
Alice Lynch Zhang  
Andy Zhang  
Xingyue Zhang  
Zheding Zhao  
Michelle Zhou  
Ryan Zhuo”  
Nico Eryn Zilker  
Justin Zion”

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Julia Elizabeth Amodeo  
Dong An  
Lauren Marie Angeloro  
Jamie Lynn Aquilino*  
Hadar L. Arens  
Janet D. Avery  
Nina Rockwood Avins  
Stephanny Avshalomov”  
Samuel Benjamin Backner”  
Kathryn Grace Baker  
Riley Daniel Balthazor  
Brandon David Barsky  
Natalie Jane Bashner  
Tristan Connor Bell”  
Emma Rose Bennett  
Stephanie Catherine Besen  
Lindsay Taylor Blank  
Hannah Rebecca Blas”  
Samantha Lynn Blasetti  
Daniel Louis Blood  
Jessica Ann Bock  
Holly Therese Bohack  
Brooke Ann Bokal  
Colin Steven Boller  
Maia Laine Boni  
Christopher Joseph Braglia  
Brandon Tyler Breeze  
Elizabeth A. Brodie  
Hannah Virginia Bronson  
Hallie L. Buddendeck  
Carla Nina Budrow”  
Dylan Burke  
Christian Michael Cabrera”  
Catherine Maria Calidonna  
Ulises Campeche  
John F. Carnevali III  
Stephanie Taylor Caulfield  
Meghan H. Cegelski  
Alvin Chau”  
Ziyuan Cheng””  
Nicole Miriam Chernow  
Na Na Chi””  
Lisa Chong  
Bradley Ethan Cisternino”  
Colin Bryan Clark  
Edilynn Clermont  
Taylor Christine Collado”  
Ian B. Cooper-Smith  
Brett Andrew Corrigan  
Steven Coyle  
Carmela Marie Culhane  
Maggie Anne Cullen  
Madison J. Cummings  
Caitlyn Mary Curran  
Amanda-Jo Currao  
Catherine Rose Cursio”  
John Michael Curker  
Jason Danglo”  
Liat Aviv David  
Alexa Rae DeCarr””  
Cameron Andres DeGuzman  
Hiram Carl Dejesus”  
Anna Katherine Derevensky  
Gia Marie DeRose  
Brianna Rose Distler  
Grayce Victoria Docteur  
Brenna Taylor Dolan  
Charlene Dong  
Madsyn Doran  
Alexandra Marie Doulos  
Kathleen Rose Dugan  
Shylea Dukat”  
Roman M. Dutcher  
Patrick Earns”  
Travsey Anthony Edwards  
Paige Fallon Ekert  
Dylan M. Elassof  
Hannah Rose Episcopio  
Emilie Ernst  
Daniella Marie Fair  
Jillian Mae Fallis  
John Anthony Fauvell  
Dylan Thomas Fava”  
Annalisa Victoria Ferrotta  
Hanna Michele Fink  
Cristal Lee Finkenberg

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Nina First
Robert Eric Fischer
Liam James Fitch
Julia Anne Fletcher
Kyle Anthony Fletcher
Olivia Daley Fottrell
Jacob Raymond Frank
Megan Jean Freeman
Hailey Michelle Freilich
Jared Nathaniel Frick
Jonathan Benjamin Friedman
Alexi J. Friscia
Thomas James Gagliano
Jianle Gao
Sophia Rose Geisser
Jovannah N. Gerisma
Julia Eddie Giacinto
Grant Ellis Gilfor
Danielle Gilman
Sarah R. Gnaghe
Joshua David Goetz
Alejo Javier Gomez
Sarah M. Gouda
Kathryn Grace Graham
Hannah A. Grunder
Steven T. Hansen Jr.
Barak Harari
Honora E. Harris
Matthew B. Harrison
Bryce P. Hartnett
Christopher Evan Hayes
Sally C. Hecht
Elizabeth Grace Hennelly
Madison Maya Hernandez
Elie Berrin Herszaft
Kai Higuchi
Eden Sophie Hirsch
Miles Hunter Hyams
Gabriella Iacovano
Jesse David Ikker
Miranda Jackson-Nudelman
Cecilia Jean Joslyn
Lillie Rosenberg Julius
Ariel Ksenia Kouacho
Shira C. Kalet
Lit Katz
Nicole Marks Kaufman
Andrew Donald Kennedy
Grace Katherine Kent
Lauren Elizabeth Kidd
Jiwon Kim
Olivia Nadine Klett
Emily G. Kniffen
Nicole Anne Kopetz
Ezekiel Kopilak
Virginia J. Krause
Michael John Krawec Jr.
Kaleigh Elizabeth Kuehl
Louis Dario Kuhlmann
Samuel LaGrego
Michelle Lalehzar
Derrick T. Lam
Timothy Floyd Lambert III
Jamie Nicole Lamourt
Emily Grace Leftengwell
Katelyn Anne Lerner
Alyssa Perri Levy
Triston Li
Amy Liang
Edith Julia Lindabury
Concetta Clementina Livia
Summer Pearl Long
Aaron Xavier Lopez
Harry W. Lum
Andrew James Lumaluci
Yunsong Luo
Chloe Mae Mahar
Asharee Mahmood
Aysa Malawaraarachchi
Samantha Anne Marsh
Christian Xavier Martinez
Nicole Michelle Martini
Matthew John Martinucci
John Robert Maccia
Emile B. Mayers
Brittany Michele Mazz
Jake Joseph McCarthy
Kaitlyn McCarthy
Sarah Elizabeth McGovern
Ryan Mark McGuire
Stephen McKee
Casey Elizabeth McKenna
Caroline McManus
Victoria Anne McMeekin
Joshua Mediavilla
Brianna Elyse Mendelson
Lauren Michelle Metzdorff
Joanna Midura Paluch
Michelle Montero
Jillian Ana Morley
Richard Eugene Mosher IV
Sophia Nicole Moskowski
Maya Tsedek Mualem
Christina Rose Musco
Madeleine Elizabeth Musnisky
Rachel Y. Nam
Sabrina Nicole Narvesen
Jared Vincent Nasso
Khan Uyen Ngo
Elizabeth R. Nutig
Thomas O’Brien
Jacob Frederic Ocon
Benjamin Richard Ofer
Kelly Elizabeth O’Mara
Rachel Elizabeth Oshiro
Gianna Marie Palmerini
Minhyung Park
Delia Dorothy Parker O’Shea
Taylor Sophia Parks
Charlotte Grace Perri
Sydney Lauren Perruzza
Casey Phelan
Eriin Kathryn Pierchala
Jacob Matthew Popeck
Margarita Potapova
Skyler James Powers
Olive Eve Price
Kelly Ann Quinn
Mikayla Corin Rafferty
Jessica Rakhamim
Devon S. Randall
Calista Kathryn Gonzaga Requijo
Hannah Rose Rockwood
Zhaobin Rong
Britanina Rose
Jenna Marie Rose
Matthew J. Rozansky
Gillian Marie Ruiz Gonzalez
Lily Dorothea Rundquist
Jason Henry Russo
Jacqueline Stella St. Pierre
Elise M. Schaible
Emily Rae Schieber
Elizabeth R. Schmidt
Amanda Mae Schwab
Christopher William Schwarm
Alexa Nicole Scunziano
Matthew Harrison Seibert
Kiersten Elissa Seltzer
Kevin Kalil Shaheen
Lauren Elizabeth Sharpe
Brenna Shea
Sharon Shif
Lei Shen
Emily Nicole Sheremeta
Ariel Daelyn Sherry
Hannah Gabrielle Siegel
Olivia Rosemarie Simard
Jordan Nicole Skube
Emily Grace Sobel
Mark Raphael Solomon
Alyssa P. Sommer
Ethan Henry Spielvogel
Amanda Frances Sprague-Getsy
Aliyah Claire Stutman
William Arthur Tabachnick
Erik Charles Temple
Roslyn Teresa Thelliyankal
Stephen J. Tibensky
Ashlyn Marie Tillman
Keith Edison Tirpak
Chase Tomasino
Rhiana Grace Triolo
Ashley Marie Tuske
Juliette Ullman
Caitlin Nicole Vitro
Isabella M. Wagner
Lixiu Wang
Zhongjia Wang
Nava Ariella Wasser
Arleigh Wasserman
Jennifer L. Waterman
Jessica Mae Weaver
Cambia Jean Weeden
Rachel Bari Weinfeld
Julian Alejandro Weissman
Alyssa Lauren Wengrofsky
Samantha Hui Wing
Larkin Jason Wisdom
Danielle Abby Wolfe
Samantha Hillary Wong
Harvey Wu
Kate Wu
Lufei Xu
Nicholas Robert Yacovoni
Alexandra C. Yoest
Alina M. Young
Hannah Elizabeth Zamor
Elliot A. Zarrabi
Sihan Zeng
Delong Zhang
Madeleine M. Zhang
Sijia Zhao
Yilin Zhong
Nicole Zukowski
Julian Nojaim Zumbach

CUM LAUDE

Hebba Ahmad
Ali Amin
Nicole Anichich
Catherine Sasuwa Ayiku Chinock
Danielle Nicole Bahnasy
Sara Yoshida Baldwin
Margaret Elizabeth Ball
Thomas J. Bartlett
Mary Sue Bayer
Kaitlyn E. Belcher
Denise Berakotab
Hunter Tran Betrus
Nikhil Bhutani
Richard P. Blazeski
Sage A. Block
Dorene Blum
Zachary Charles Bosak
Craig Anthony Bottner
Scott Brennan
Charlotte Lorenz Brosos
Navya May Brown
Marcus Joseph Budashewitz
Juliet Buddiga
Henry Wolfe Burns
Patrick Finbar Busche
Sean Michael Byrne
Joseph Rafael Calibo Cabahug
HONORS IN THE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Monica Tamari Aguirre Ozuna
Megan Rose Alkins
Alana Azougi**
Jacqueline Rose Berkowitz
Kristztina Blackham
Jonathan Ray Burke
Vienna Clarice Buscher
David Everett Caspi*
Yongtong Chen
Joanne Chow
Sin Yee Cheung
Tiffany Chow
Malka Vered Chu**
Allyson Megan De Croce
Michael Anthony Kevin Deehan
Ilana Brooke Desmond
Yuansong Dong
Jacob Grube Eckhaus
Noah Ryan Scofield Ellis**
Nicholas Paul Erb
Samantha Fama
Christopher Fasano
Adam George Fields
Meghan T. Forster
Natalie Charmaine Samaranyake
Jeremy Lee Samson
Alyssa Renee Sanchez
Naomi Zena Sanft
Sofia Lynn Scarpati
Alanna Schwartz
Jake T. Schweitzer
Alexandra G. Scibilia
Margaret Mary Rose Sciria
Emily Elizabeth Seale
Emmanuel Shaddae
Anna Victoria Shaheen
Yueyang Shang
Eliana Vered Shaskan
Ethan Gabriel Shatkin
Bingyan Shi
Jiaxuan Shi**
Christina A. Shin
Jared W Silverstein**
Daniel B. Singh Guzman*
Sara Malka Sijunova
Nicholas H. Skaliotis
Kyle Daichi Slater**
Matthew Elias Slilaty**
Sidney Charles Slon
Lauren Jude Smith
Aurielle Michelle Sodeur
Caitlin Ann Soravilla
Robert Laidlaw Spell
Noelle Nicolette Spizzirro’
Kesondra L. Stafford’
Elianna Abigail Starr’
Gabrielle Marie Stauffer
Dea Stefanlari’’
Ina Stefanlari’’
Julia Stephens
William Riley Sterling
Jenna Morgan Strudler
Caroline Townsend Strunk
Gillian Amelia Su
Christopher Thomas Sullivan
Matthew Sullivan
Noelle Hope Summo
Qixuan Sun
Kaitlene Liv Tan
Lauren Elizabeth Tinney
Mary Elizabeth Grace Tremblay
Katarzyna Anna Trzesniewski
Monika Janina Trzesniewski
Joyce Tsang‘
Madeline Claire Turo
Evans Francis Tuthill
Serena Karr Tycyo
Rose S. Ulaner
Matthew Cedric Ulbing
Arturo Ernesto Vale Jr.
Jane Carol Van Alstyne
Nicholas Vasquez’
Kayla Arianna Velazquez
Luz Fabiola Velazquez
Diana Solany Ventura
Jillian Nicole Vinci
Hannah Janette Wagner
Paige Ann Wagner
Maggie Wang
Audrey Nicole Weber
Arielle Rose Wenig
Cayla Brooke Werner
Jacob Douglas West
Blaise Michael Wichrowski
Sarah Lynn Wicks
Weiqi Wu
Kelly Lin Kaczor Wuthrich
Brandon Michael Xhunga
Yuxiang Xie
Michelle (Da Run) Xin’’
Xiaoying Xu’’
Xinnan Xu’
Maxwell Otis Yacopino
Subin Yang
Jin Yu’
Mariani Teresa Zajac***
Shiyue Zhang
Mengling Zhou
Ziqi Zhou
Jia Yi Zhu**
Mazen R. Zia’
Jordan Zivan**

HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Tobias James Quinn”
Kaitlyn Aartie Ramdhany
Zaha Rao
Cristina Julia Ras’
Sandra Nicole Re
Tyler Thomas Reagan
Yanereth Reyes
Lydia J. Richard
Sari Jo Richards
Autumn Marie Riesel
Ezra Emanuel Rikfin’’
Alicia Kim Riggio
Carlee Brooke Rizzo
Alexa Danielle Roberts
Sydney Rodriguez
Thomas Emmett Rogers
Nicholas Reece Rojas
Maria Esther Roma
Marc J. Romero
Mihaela Meihua Ronin
Allyson Leona Roytburd
Xinzhou Ruan
Allison Lynn Runkel
Karaleigh Elizabeth Saar
Madeline J. Saarie***
Aryas Koorosh Safaie
Sonu Saju
Emily Paige Salch’
Rachel K. Sam
Emily Paige Salch’
Danielle Jaqueline Leshner*
Robert Vasquez*
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Sophia Mariana Afkham
Samantha Leigh Agnoli
Alexander Lance Albrecht
Eagan Alexander
Birce Nur Altunsu
Eric Jonathan Antosh
Courtney Aslan
Janet D. Avery
Elissa D. Bandler
Kyra Jean Becker
Abigail Bikvan
Connor Blanchard
Nicholas Robert Boljevic
Jordan Bonsignore
Raymond Ira Borst V
Glenn Charles Brant
Max Eric Braverman
Jodie Pauline Cabin
Cody Jacob-Francis Calvert
Carter Carrieri
Max Eric Braverman
Glenn Charles Brant
Raymond Ira Borst V
Jordan Bonsignore
Nicholas Robert Boljevic
Sandra Dziamalek
Caitlin Anne Doht
Julia Grace Doherty
Christine Junji Chung
Catherine A. Collins
Jack M. Conroy
Joseph Anthony Continetti
Jocelyn Sierra Cottingham
Jared A. Cruz
Payton Mykalah Czupil
Shyanne Summer Daye
Timoleon Patrick Delyannis
Elizabeth M. Devlin
Bharveet Kaur Dhandi
Stamatia Marie Dimitriou
Arjeni Dmitriev
Gabrielle Alexis Pritsker
Alexis Mae Rolston
Sean Albert Looney
Lillian Johana Marks
Samuel Robert McDonald
Brendan Raad McShane
Emily Brooke Mendelson
Sophia Carol Mers
Thomas Macken Moran
Joseph M. Morina
Juliana Nicole Mushalla
Valentino Michael Napoli
Sean Patrick Neary
Bryan Alexander Nuñez
Hakan Ozkan
Amelia Rose Pena
Cameron Anthony Pereda
Charles Jake Perry
Andrea Francesca Popovici
Jasmin Kaur Randhawa
Victoria Irene Reyzis
Seth Alexandre Ribeiro
Jed C. Rivel
Sean Patrick Rode
Alexis Mae Bolston
Justin Cameron Roman
Oriya Romano
Jake Anthony Russo
Victoria Danielle Rutherford
Nandini Dinu Sanchala
Matt Scott Seligman
Leigh Sharabani
Jenna Marie Spoto
Jason R. Steier
Cole H. Sussmeier
Endalkachew Tedla
Jiaxing Tian
Zhangchi Tian
Christian Torres Alonzo
Hunter James Totsoline
Jared Tsang
Maksim Tsyrlunik
Ashley Marie Turza
Soumya Ann Varughese
Vincent M. Vitale
Sarah Elizabeth Wachs
Harry Wang
Andrew Benjamin Weiss
Thomas Henry Weiss
Matthew Vincent Werny
Brian Wilk
Ariella Yahoudae
Evan Yoon
Eric Young
Marios Zervos
Zixuan Zhang
Ziqi Zhou

CUM LAUDE

Jake Louis Abrams
Shabienska Jabeer Achil
Matthew Grant Adamo
Jacinta Addo-Badu
David Meir Akrish
Ilhan Alanya
Zachary James Allen
Stephanie Andrusková
Prerana Arora
Kieran J. Bagley
Daobri Joshua Belleh
Alaina M. Belrose
Jared R. Bond
Craig Anthony Bottner
Eric Tyler Brown
Jordan Michael Buck
Samuel Armin Bulman
Ian Butler
Christina Kaitlyn Cebula
Jared Devin Chan
Gloria C. Chang
Emily Chen
Kristine Chen
Wei Xiang Chen
William Chen
Christina Junji Chung
Catherine A. Collins
Jack M. Conroy
Joseph Anthony Continetti
Jocelyn Sierra Cottingham
Jared A. Cruz
Payton Mykalah Czupil
Shyanne Summer Daye
Timoleon Patrick Delyannis
Elizabeth M. Devlin
Bharveet Kaur Dhandi
Stamatia Marie Dimitriou
Arjeni Dmitriev
Gabrielle Alexis Pritsker
Alexis Mae Rolston
Sean Albert Looney
Lillian Johana Marks
Samuel Robert McDonald
Brendan Raad McShane
Emily Brooke Mendelson
Sophia Carol Mers
Thomas Macken Moran
Joseph M. Morina
Juliana Nicole Mushalla
Valentino Michael Napoli
Sean Patrick Neary
Bryan Alexander Nuñez
Hakan Ozkan
Amelia Rose Pena
Cameron Anthony Pereda
Charles Jake Perry
Andrea Francesca Popovici
Jasmin Kaur Randhawa
Victoria Irene Reyzis
Seth Alexandre Ribeiro
Jed C. Rivel
Sean Patrick Rode
Alexis Mae Bolston
Justin Cameron Roman
Oriya Romano
Jake Anthony Russo
Victoria Danielle Rutherford
Nandini Dinu Sanchala
Matt Scott Seligman
Leigh Sharabani
Jenna Marie Spoto
Jason R. Steier
Cole H. Sussmeier
Endalkachew Tedla
Jiaxing Tian
Zhangchi Tian
Christian Torres Alonzo
Hunter James Totseline
Jared Tsang
Maksim Tsyrlunik
Ashley Marie Turza
Soumya Ann Varughese
Vincent M. Vitale
Sarah Elizabeth Wachs
Harry Wang
Andrew Benjamin Weiss
Thomas Henry Weiss
Matthew Vincent Werny
Brian Wilk
Ariella Yahoudae
Evan Yoon
Eric Young
Marios Zervos
Zixuan Zhang
Ziqi Zhou

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021 |
### Honors in the Thomas J. Watson College of Engineering and Applied Science

#### Summa Cum Laude
- Jacob Joseph Aaronson
- Daniel M. Adler
- Kate Elizabeth Baumstein
- Joseph Peter Belmonte
- Lucy Deacy Benack
- Matthew Paul Bradshaw
- Renze Chen
- Jeffrey Cheuk
- Teresa Chu
- Jacob A. Citone
- Aiden Cullo
- Paul Anthony DeCostanza
- Eleni Demas
- Megan Jessica DiBella
- Alvito Michael DiStefano
- Jackson Bernard Gee
- Justin Spencer Glickman
- Nicolás Gomez
- Jared Charles Gooding
- Hunter Charles Greco
- Ian Rupners Griffin
- Alexandra R. Guardo
- Emma Sara Heaton
- Matthew Alan Kyea
- Mya N. Landers
- Keenan Jefson Leggieri
- Anna Rose Levenberg
- Jason D. Levy
- Colin J. MacHaffie
- Nicholas William Marmann
- Tyler Thomas Murray
- Deníz Fugen Nakazawa
- Brian Thomas O’Connor
- Adam Christopher Pramberger
- Andrew Ryan Pray
- Aidan Michael Robinson
- Maya P. Shah
- Lucas James Shea
- Mary Rose Shellenback
- Louis Frank Somma
- Adam James Stensland
- Cameron Lee Summers
- Catherine Elizabeth Laura Swall
- Michelle Antonette Tiangco
- Jonathan Ethan Tury
- Gregory Woloson
- Casey Keith Woodward
- Bingyi Yang
- Zachary Hank Zelker

#### Magna Cum Laude
- Nicholas John Almy
- Sarah Jean Benn
- Christina Capobianco
- Ian Christopher Cawley
- Matthew J. Coffey
- Michael Montgomery Collins
- Claire Mary Coughlin
- Kiana Cyrus
- Taylor Andonesia Duval
- Alison G. Garrity
- James Francis Greco
- Theresa Marie Gundel
- Drew Joseph Harper
- Matthew Harmon Heatner
- Jonathandelier
- Robert James Hutton
- Brandon Charles Kipp
- Ezekiel Kopilak
- Adrian Michael Kulesza
- Derrick T. Lam
- Terrance Lee
- William R. Linderman
- Joseph Luciano Jr.
- Harry W. Lum
- Amit Madan
- Sean Markus Madey
- Daniel Ryan McGrath
- Marleen Clare Moise
- Robert Vincent Nicosa
- Elissa Marie Ocke
- Narinda Persaud
- Madeline Propis
- Shawn Ralph
- Joseph Benjamin Raskind
- Hayden Thomas Roeder
- Britania Rose
- Jacqueline Stella St. Pierre
- Benjamin Glenn Soulliere
- Deanna Maria Summa
- Caitlyn Grace Svitak
- Andrew John Szuchy
- Johnny Michael Toscano Jr.
- Brandon Scott Wainwright
- Christopher Mark Wetzel
- Larkin Jason Wisdom
- Harvey Wu
- Jason Andrew Zal
- Zachary T. Zapata
- Amram Zeitchik
- Bryant Zhao

#### Cum Laude
- YuHan Bae
- Solomon Forte Barer
- Taylor Brumale
- Justin J. Buick
- Alexander Robert Burke
- Henry Wolfe Burns
- Zachary Kent Calabrese
- Craig Michael Campbell
- Michelle Chen
- Robert G. Clark
- Olivia Keim Collavo
- Charles A. Cortesi III
- Chengee Dai
- Andre Alain DaLomba
- Amalia Marie Daviero
- Cyntia Mei Deng
- Daniel Thomas Dimock
- Jack James Duffy
- James Thomas Durkin
- Daniel Scott Eggers
- Nicole Ann Emma
- Brenna Christine Engelhardt
- Luis Felipe Espiritusanto
- Maeve Farrell
- Michael David Feinberg
- David J. Fletcher II
- Naman Garg
- Jacob A. Goodman
- Stephanie D. Greenberg
- Casie Marie Henderson
- Thomas Raymond Horowitz
- Naor Yaacov Isak
- Melanie P. Jebens
- Alexander William Kennedy
- Katelyn Jihyun Kim
- Travis Klipp
- Margaret Jan Koekkoek
- Dominik Jozef Kovalcik
- Sean Kunz
- Brandon Joseph Lallier
- Julio G. Lazo Jr.
- Bynn Lee
- Nicholas John Leotta
- Wanxian Lin
- Yuqing Lin
- Kirstin L. Loh
- Janis O. Louie
- Melanie Page Lyons
- Avraham Joseph Madnick
- Paul C. Maino
- Dean Anthony Maniscalco

---

*Degree awarded summer 2020 | **Degree awarded fall 2020 | ***Degree awarded winter 2021 | †Degree anticipated to be awarded after spring 2021*
SCHOLARLY SOCIETIES

ALPHA PI MU
Sarah S. Lam, faculty advisor
Laith Abu Lekham
Arushi Agarwal
Shrouq Mohammad Ali Alelaumi
An'a'am S. Alzu'bi
Zarin Tasnim Anika
Khalid Y. A. Aram
Ankita Kishor Bopchi
Anoop Arvind Choudhari
Stephanie Cook
Asala Nabeel Ata Erekat
Eric Melissa Gambino
Lydia Jane Hanchett
Lu He
Katelyn Jihyun Kim
In Gyu Lee
Philip Anthony Leotta
Hongya Lu
Mohammed Ahmed Abdullah
Matthew Stephen Frank
Kaitlyn Jeanne Frenger
Mia R. Germaine
Abigail Elizabeth Giambra
Evan Matthew Haas
Yifan Jia
Brandon Li
Jessie Li
Julia Ann Losciale
Kelly Ann Martin
Tamarah Masselink
Ari Craig Scherzer
Benjamin Hayden Scherzer
Elizabeth Rose Sladish
Anna Nicole Sokolowski
Nicholas Joseph Tiongson
Michael James Totoar
Alejandro Wong

BETA ALPHA PSI
Anthony Meder, faculty advisor
Samantha Leigh Agnoli
Julia Grace Bracco
Anna Braz
Ilana Brooke Desmond
Yuansong Dong
Matthew D. McFarland
Daniel Ryan McGrath
Marleen Clare Moist
Dominick Joseph Morrone
Rawan I. Najar
Linh Ngoc Bao Nguyen
Robert Vincent Nicosa
Rachel Marie O’Connor
Elizabeth Alene O’Neill
Nicholas Peter Pascale
Alexey S. Petrov
Vera Mary Fuglisi
Shawn Ralph
Michael Anthony Rutigliano
Robert Jesus Salazar Reyna
Monish Raja Senthilkumar
Maya P. Shah
Abdulrahman Ahmed Shamsan
Mary Rose Shellenback
Benjamin Glenn Souliere
Danny Keith Thompson
Midhun Ram Thulasiraman
Abeer Wahsheh
Awmalisa Brye Walker
Sharon Wong

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
Katherine Collette, advisor
Molly Pianella, advisor
George Bobinski, faculty advisor
Claire R. Baker
Anna Ben-Levy
Matthew L. Catton
Andrea M. Cioffi
Kerri A. Culhane
Anthony J. DeMaria
Noah R. Ellis
Samantha Fama
Kaitlyn J. Frenger
Daniel E. Fruchter
Marie C. Giacinto
Abigail E. Giambra
Mia D. Giordano
Valerie J. Giordano
Spencer D. Goody
Rebecca Gorman
Brandon S. Gow
Sandra Ilkkan
Daeyun Jo
Maya A. Kallman
Jeremy E. Kesten
Colleen-Ann K. Leahey
Jonathan A. Lederman
Haoyu Li
Julia A. Losciale
Jennifer M. Lynch
Alyssa R. Marinelli
Ian A. McPhail
Jamey Meotti
Daniel P. Murphy
Cailyn R. O’Shea
Adam D. Portnoy
Amanda J. Scheman
Pauline S. Setordjie
Yingting Shu
Elizabeth R. Sladish
Anna N. Sokolowski
Benjamin P. Squillante
Georjon Tanz
Jennifer L. Zepeda

CHI ALPHA EPSILON
Vanessa N. Young, advisor
Dana M. Al Kuisi
Zion Baldwin
Rachel D. Barhite
Ryon T. Batson
Ahimaelle Belizaire
Junior O. Cabrera
Liz M. DeJesus
Lili K. Doherty
Elaine Edmondson
Ifeoma N. Ezeilo
Aleisha A. Febus
Laquon Garvey
Stacey-Ann Gordon
Honora Harris
Fabian M. Hoh
Michael O. Iyiade
Jessica Kang
James A. Khaleel
Joanna Leung
Andrew Li
Joseph M. Manduca
Jose M. Martinez
Lindsay Mendelson
Sarah Merke
Yerlin R. Nuesi
Susan Obatola
Lorraine M. O’Connor
Mayra R. Ondozne
Gabriel O. Osei
Mirely M. Peña
Huda U. Randhawa
Joamir Rios
Fainia B. Simon
Maria D. Sosa
Brandon S. Toledo Gallardo
Marilyn Tran

CHI ALPHA SIGMA
Alicia Goode, advisor
Sofia Afkham
Megan Alkins
Stephanie Andruskova
Audey Ashkar
Barbara Badeer
Sarah Benn
Ross Bernstein
Essie Bonney
Elizabeth Borges
Hallie Buddendeck
Matthew Catton
Sydney Corda
Carmela Culhane
Cameron DeGuzman
Sarah Dibble
Brianna Distler
Michelle Eisenberg
Samantha Fama
Alissa Franze
Regina Furer
Elis Gadelha
Leo Gallagher
Ashley Granieri
Hunter Greco
Alexandra Guardo
Dora Hayes
Elizabeth Kaner
Cooper Langanis
Hannah Lyons
Emily Mackay
Gregory Matzelle
Kaitlyn McCarthy
Andrew McDonnell
Abigail McHugh
Genoveffa Michitti
Olivia Price
Sydney Pulvidente
Ryan Pyszka
Kelly Quinn
Natasha Rahal
Alyssa Sanchez
Daniel Schaffer
Kaitlyn Smolar
Kaylee Stone
Erik Temple
Erin Theiller
Evan Tuthill
Elisabeth Van Tassell
Paige Volkman
David Walters
Tyler Wegmann

ETA KAPPA NU
David Klotzkin, faculty advisor
Jacob J.Aaronson
Liam C. Conner
Robert J. Hutton
Ariel Christina Khatchatourian
Amit Madan
Cambria Jean Weeden
Kelsey Weisburd
Nicole E. Zilker

**PHI ETA SIGMA**

Elizabeth Staff, advisor
Sarah Boniche, advisor

Daniel M. Adler
Sofia Afkham
Hebba Ahmad
Elizabeth J. Allhusen
Alyssa Amarante
Michael T. Bartlett
Thomas J. Bartlett
Sarah Benn
Sean P. Bentley
Gabriel A. Bongiorno
Maia L. Boni
Matthew P. Bradshaw
Brittany M. Brems
Elizabeth A. Brodie
Carla N. Budrow
Alexander R. Burke
Jodie P. Cabin
Talia Cheifetz
Justin J. Chen
Brianna N. Chernick
Matthew P. Bradshaw
Gabriel A. Bongiorno
Sean P. Bentley
Sarah Benn

**HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS**

Cayla B. Werner
Paige Marie Volkmann
Isabel A. Schneiderman
Karaleigh Elizabeth Saar
Yuyang Shi
Lauren E. Sharpe
Charles S. Shames
Amelia K. Ryan
Olivia R. Simard
Keiichi Shibuya
Paige Marie Volkmann

**PI SIGMA IOTA**

Dora E. Polacheck, faculty advisor

Elizabeth Allhusen
Francesca Nicole Bravo
Sophie Rose Cohen
Rebecca Marie Colao
Olivia Hannah Condos
Autumn Rose Connor
Steven Coyle
Donato Vincent DeIngeniis
Paige Fallon Ekert
Sofia Beatrix Estevez
Steven T. Hansen, Jr.
Elizabeth Grace Hennelly
Alicia Hernandez
Maya N. Judovits
Brian E. Killian
Arthur Kraus
Michael John Krawec
Marc Ivan Lewis
Jake Joseph McCarthy
Erin McCurdy
Jared Nasso
Alexis Eve Newman
Rebekah Rainford
Alexa Danielle Roberts
Elizabeth Katherine Roedel
Lily Dorothea Rundquist
Karaleigh Elizabeth Saar
Isabel A. Schneiderman
Paige Marie Volkmann

**PI TAU SIGMA**

Colin B. Sellick, faculty advisor

Daniel M. Adler
David R. Arndts
Joseph P. Belmonte
Nicholas J. Beninati
Jonathan M. Blisko

*Graduate student*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henry Wolfe Burns</td>
<td>Xiaozheng Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayla Chang</td>
<td>Brian Michael Warm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Hyung-Sung Choi</td>
<td>Kaylee S. Wasco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Ryan Christie</td>
<td>Madison Olivia Werner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Chu</td>
<td>Hannah J. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad-Martin Padilla Cooks</td>
<td>Kailey Grace Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Anthony Cooper</td>
<td>Dylan J. Wimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhon Roger Cotrina Alfaro</td>
<td>Larkin Jason Wisdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiahao Cui</td>
<td>Harvey Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiden Cullo</td>
<td>Hazal Yacgi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre Alain DaLomba</td>
<td>Casey Lynne Yelverton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Rose Darling</td>
<td>Alexandra Caroline Yoest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynния Mei Deng</td>
<td>Jacob Denis Youmans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Mary DiCristofaro</td>
<td>Alina M. Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Rose Dormer</td>
<td>Madeleine M Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Mae Drake</td>
<td>Zheding Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor L. Dworkin</td>
<td>Michelle Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamid Fallahdoost</td>
<td>Ziqi Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Katherine Fusco</td>
<td>Kaiwen Zhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Nadine Geringwald</td>
<td>Kant Zhuang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amielle Maya Gibson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Goldfarb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Gomez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey-Ann Jada Gordon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca (Beck) Gore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria Danielle Grady</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Margalit Grossman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Alexis Guillon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Emanuelle Gulko</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael James Haberstroh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcela E. Harmuch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honora E. Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skye K. Hao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siqi Huang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Jacob Israel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael O. Iyiade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaleel A. James</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyesung Jang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tisnue Jean-Baptiste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeshaya Jedian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Kershansha Julius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Alexa Kallman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Kane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Nicole Kessler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shazid Hossain Khan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua A. Kleinwaks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezekiel Kopilak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrick T. Lam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Leibowitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Jaqueline Leshner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Rose Levenberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Li</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franco Lidzki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmond Kai Sing Loi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Faith Londono</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Lord-Dagostino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janis O. Louie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Luciano Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avanna Arrington Lukusa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry W. Lum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benice Mach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asharee Mahmood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Mallett Wilson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Morgan Malloy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniella Margiotta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antoinette Louise Maria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas William Marrmann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Michael Tanyag Martin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Ann Martinez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerard Rocco Martusciello</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor James McClone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Marie McGrath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Catherine Medina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Rose Melillo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Reilly Moore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel R. Morales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph M. Morina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Mulderley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Elizabeth Olson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. O’Malley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Kevin Ossit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuxin Pang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariella S. Patchen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Rose Pena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Pena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Jay Perlowin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Jake Perry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Phelan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Erin Poptean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Frederique Prentice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Alexandra Pulitano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Pun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer E. Redenback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanereth Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Lee Rigo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gena Elizabeth Rising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britaria Rose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel H. Russo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sephora Saint-Armand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Joshua St. Luce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Stella St. Pierre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Elizabeth Scalise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliette F. Schmidt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex J. Schwartzberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Michele Scocozza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamryn Scott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Patrick Sherman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Nicole Skube</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian Sara Sloan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Maria Spirou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose S. Ulaner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzzammil Ullah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Kristin VandenBroek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Joel Vargas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robyn Ann Vernon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Jude Vignali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Voroshlyo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin S. Wallick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha J. Walsh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qingqing Wang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Graduate student

**UPSILOM PI EPSILON**

*Eileen Head, faculty advisor*

Kate E. Baumstein
Matthew P. Bradshaw
Alexander R. Burke
Henry W. Burns
Aiden Cullo
Maeve Farrell
Alison G. Garrity
Miguel Gomez
Theresa M. Gundel
Drew J. Harper
Thomas R. Horowitz
David E. Jacobson
Anna Rose Levenberg
Abigail K. McHugh
Andrew J. Perlowin
Matthew J. Rivera
Derrick Ryan
Jacqueline St. Pierre
Nicholas D. Stecyna
Adam J. Stensland
Kyle Stigler
Nicholas A. Walling
David M. Walters
Tyler C. Wellington
Christopher M. Wetzel
Larkin J. Wisdom
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS IN THE HARPUR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Antonio Arnone  
Honors in Italian

Erin Rose Aufrichtig  
Honors in Sociology

Zion Baldwin  
Honors in English

Emma Rose Bennett  
Honors in Music

Russell Lee Berger  
Distinguished Independent Work in Physics

Stephanie Catherine Besen  
Honors in Political Science

Einat Beygelman  
Honors in Theatre

Samantha Lynn Boucher  
Honors in English

James Connor Brannigan  
Honors in Theatre

Brittany Marie Brems  
Distinguished Independent Work in Biochemistry

Juliet Buddiga  
Honors in Environmental Studies

Nicholas Alexander Bukofsky  
Honors in Philosophy

Emanuel John Campo  
Honors in English

Angela Grace Candrilli  
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology

Theodora Catrina  
Honors in Economics

Yingying Chen  
Honors in Art and Design

Hannah Rose Clary  
Distinguished Independent Work in Biochemistry

Sophie Rose Cohen  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Rebecca Marie Colao  
Honors in Art and Design; Honors in French

Autumn Rose Connor  
Honors in French

Brett Andrew Corrigan  
Honors in Economics

Steven Coyle  
Honors in Italian

Samantha Lois Cupolo  
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law

John Michael Cusker  
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law

Sarah Lillian Davis  
Honors in Art and Design

Cameron Andres DeGuzman  
Honors in Spanish

Donato Vincent DeIngeniis  
Honors in Spanish

Julia G. Del Pozzo  
Honors in Art and Design

Laura Stefanie DeLuca  
Honors in English

Sandra Deng  
Honors in Environmental Studies

Alexandra Marie Doulos  
Honors in English

Travyse Anthony Edwards  
Distinguished Independent Work in Physics

Rebekah J. Ehrlich  
Honors in English

Paige Fallon Ekert  
Honors in Spanish

Brendan Edward Enochs  
Honors in Environmental Studies

Ifemba Nneoma Ezeilo  
Honors in Africana Studies

Dylan Paul Feliciano  
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law

Yu Yun Feng  
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Annalisa Victoria Ferrotta  
Distinguished Independent Work in Biological Sciences

Jesse Maverick Filippazzo  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Cristal Lee Finkenberg  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Nina First  
Honors in Judaic Studies

Liam James Fitch  
Honors in Cinema

Jacob Raymond Frank  
Honors in Anthropology

Jonathan David Gaughan  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Sara Gershon  
Honors in Art and Design

Julia Eddie Giacinto  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Samson Lev Goldberg  
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law

Matthew Alexander Goyden  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Tenzing Lobsang Gurung  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences

Jacob Tamas Gyory  
Honors in Art and Design

Katarina Hajder  
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology

Haley Han  
Honors in Art and Design

Courtney Faith Handsman  
Honors in Art and Design

Sarah Katherine Hawes  
Honors in Art and Design

Emma Rose Horoszewski  
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Hannah Hudes  
Honors in Judaic Studies; Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law

Samantha Brianna Hynes  
Honors in Sociology

Sharon Itin  
Honors in Economics

Matthew Jacob  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences

Tyler Erik Johnsen  
Honors in Theatre

Cassandra Mae Joseph  
Honors in Cinema

Ariel Ksenia Kachuro  
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology

Maya Alexa Kallman  
Honors in Art and Design

Elizabeth Marsha Kaner  
Honors in Judaic Studies

Nicole Marks Kaufman  
Honors in English

Justin Kersh  
Distinguished Independent Work in Geological Sciences

Brian Edmund Killian  
Honors in Spanish

Yunjeong Kim  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences

Emily G. Kniffen  
Honors in Art and Design

Rebecca Koltun  
Honors in Spanish

Virginia M. Krause  
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Sarah E. Kromer  
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Kaleigh Elizabeth Kuehl  
Honors in Theatre

Gregory William Kyro  
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Michelle Lalehzar  
Honors in Art and Design

Elizabeth Diana Lee  
Honors in Art and Design

Vivienne B. Lee  
Honors in Art and Design

Alyssa Perri Levy  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Marc Ivan Lewis Jr.  
Honors in French

Yanfen Liang  
Honors in Art and Design

Yeheng Liang  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences
Maya Lord-Dagostino  
Honors in Africana Studies
Andrew John Lupinski  
Distinguished Independent Work in Biological Sciences
Kara Danielle MacDonald  
Honors in English
Ariel Sara Makower  
Distinguished Independent Work in Biological Sciences
Nicholas William Marmann  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences
Samantha Anne Marsh  
Honors in English
Kaitlyn McCarthy  
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology
Stephen McKee  
Honors in Art and Design
Faith Catherine Medina  
Honors in English
Joanna Midura Paluch  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience
Jillian Ana Morley  
Honors in Sociology
Sophia Nicole Moskowitz  
Honors in Theatre
Maya Tsedek Mualem  
Honors in Cinema
Mackenzie Leroux Murphy  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences
Mubarrat Mahin Mursalin  
Distinguished Independent Work in Physics
Megan E. Nestor  
Honors in Economics
Lorraine Maureen O'Connor  
Honors in Sociology
Heleena R. Ojarovksy  
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology
Taylor Sophia Parks  
Honors in Art and Design
Blanca Evangelina Perez  
Honors in English

Stephen Perez  
Honors in Sociology
Kory M. Pollicove  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences
Matthew Robert Pressimone  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences
Breanna Jean Quod  
Honors in Art and Design
Rebekah Elizabeth Rainford  
Honors in Spanish
Yanereth Reyes  
Honors in Spanish
Tara Rebecca Rosen  
Honors in Spanish
Rachel H. Russo  
Honors in Theatre
Callie Rose Sacks  
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law
Shawn Ryan Salick  
Honors in Theatre
Julia L. Saltzman  
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law
Kristen Jennifer Seward  
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law
Ashley Diana Shayya  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience
Henry Dennis Sinnott  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences
Jordan Nicole Slube  
Honors in Art and Design
Holly R. Smith  
Distinguished Independent Work in Biochemistry
Robert Laidlaw Spell  
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology
Ethan Henry Spielvogel  
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry
Marina Cherry Stern  
Honors in Art and Design

Gillian Amelia Su  
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry
Qixuan Sun  
Honors in Theatre
Agnes Vianna Sydenstricker  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience
Michelle Lynn Terry  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience; Honors in Spanish
Serena Karr Tycko  
Honors in Art and Design
Caitlin Nicole Vitro  
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry
Paige Ann Wagner  
Honors in Art and Design
Brendan E. Walsh  
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology
Linxiu Wang  
Honors in Linguistics
Xinni (Chloe) Wang  
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology
Kelsey Elizabeth Weisburd  
Honors in Theatre
Jacob Douglas West  
Honors in Sociology
Kelly Lin Kaczor Wuthrich  
Distinguished Independent Work in Biological Sciences
Diliya Yalikun  
Honors in Mathematical Sciences
Kayla Soo Jung Yim  
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience
Delong Zhang  
Honors in Art and Design
Mengling Zhou  
Honors in Art and Design
**UNDERGRADUATE**

Jacob Aaronson  
Academic Excellence in Computer Engineering  

Kate Baumstein  
Academic Excellence in Computer Science  

Craig Campbell  
Service to Department in Industrial and Systems Engineering  

Uğurcan Demir  
Academic Excellence in Turkish Dual-Diploma Program  

Jacob Goodman  
Service to Department in Mechanical Engineering  

Theresa Gundel  
Service to Department in Computer Science  

Emma Heaton  
Excellence in Biomedical Engineering Research  

Matthew Kyea  
Academic Excellence in Computer Science  

Mya N. Landers  
Academic Excellence in Electrical Engineering  

Julio Lazo  
Outstanding Undergraduate Research in Industrial and Systems Engineering  

Melanie Lyons  
Service to Department in Biomedical Engineering  

Maya Shah  
Academic Excellence in Industrial and Systems Engineering  

Cameron Summers  
Academic Excellence in Mechanical Engineering  

Stephen J. West  
Service to Department in Electrical and Computer Engineering  

Casey Woodward  
Academic Excellence in Biomedical Engineering  

**GRADUATE**

Shrouq Aleaumti  
Excellence in Industrial and Systems Engineering Research  

Anurag Andhare  
Excellence as a MS Teaching Assistant in Computer Science  

Gissella M. Bejarano  
Excellence as a PhD Teaching Assistant in Computer Science  

Lauren Boston  
Academic Excellence in Mechanical Engineering  

Shensheng Chen  
Excellence in Mechanical Engineering Research  

Rukayat Erinfolami  
Academic Excellence in Computer Science (PhD)  

Jeff Eymer  
Excellence in Computer Science Research (MS)  

Michael R. Fevola  
Excellence as a MS Teaching Assistant in Electrical and Computer Engineering (MS)  

Alexander Fogerasi  
Academic Excellence in Biomedical Engineering  

Nathaniel Foster  
Academic Excellence in Healthcare Systems Engineering  

Yanchen Guo  
Academic Excellence in Computer Science (MS)  

Lu He  
Service to Department in Industrial and Systems Engineering  

Pradyumna Kaushik  
Excellence as a PhD Teaching Assistant in Computer Science  

Philip Leotta  
Service to Department in Healthcare Systems Engineering  

Yongheng Li  
Academic Excellence in Computer Science (MS)  

Rukayat Erinfolami  
Academic Excellence in Computer Science (PhD)  

Jeff Eymer  
Excellence in Computer Science Research (MS)  

Michael R. Fevola  
Excellence as a MS Teaching Assistant in Electrical and Computer Engineering (MS)  

Alexander Fogerasi  
Academic Excellence in Biomedical Engineering  

Nathaniel Foster  
Academic Excellence in Healthcare Systems Engineering  

Yanchen Guo  
Academic Excellence in Computer Science (MS)  

Lu He  
Service to Department in Industrial and Systems Engineering  

Pradyumna Kaushik  
Excellence as a PhD Teaching Assistant in Computer Science  

Philip Leotta  
Service to Department in Healthcare Systems Engineering  

Yongheng Li  
Academic Excellence in Computer Science (MS)  

**FOUNDATION HONORS IN THE THOMAS J. WATSON COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE**

Aral Yucel  
Mine Kalkan Award for Academic Excellence  

James Kaminski  
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Student Section Award  

Lydia Hanchett  
Katie C. Root Award for Graduate Students  

Zachary Lipsky  
Excellence in Biomedical Engineering Research  

Lin Liu  
Excellence in Electrical and Computer Engineering Research (PhD)  

Tyler Moy  
Academic Excellence in Systems Science  

Eric Pena  
Service to Department in Systems Science  

Nicholas E. Piaquadio  
Excellence in Electrical and Computer Engineering Research (MS)  

Roberto Salazar Reyna  
Academic Excellence in Industrial and Systems Engineering  

Melissa Simonik  
Service to Department in Mechanical Engineering  

Danny Keith Thompson  
Excellence in Systems Science Research  

Huiyuan Yang  
Excellence in Computer Science Research (PhD)  

M. Shehtab Zaman  
Excellence as a MS Teaching Assistant in Computer Science  

Zhe Zhai  
Excellence in Electrical and Computer Engineering Research (MS)  

Zachary Lipsky  
Excellence in Biomedical Engineering Research  

Lin Liu  
Excellence in Electrical and Computer Engineering Research (PhD)  

Tyler Moy  
Academic Excellence in Systems Science  

Eric Pena  
Service to Department in Systems Science  

Nicholas E. Piaquadio  
Excellence in Electrical and Computer Engineering Research (MS)  

Roberto Salazar Reyna  
Academic Excellence in Industrial and Systems Engineering  

Melissa Simonik  
Service to Department in Mechanical Engineering  

Danny Keith Thompson  
Excellence in Systems Science Research  

Huiyuan Yang  
Excellence in Computer Science Research (PhD)  

M. Shehtab Zaman  
Excellence as a MS Teaching Assistant in Computer Science  

Zhe Zhai  
Excellence in Electrical and Computer Engineering Research (MS)
BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS PROGRAM

William Ziegler, Executive Director

CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT'S HONORS
Jacob Aaronson
Shabienka J. Achil
Rebecca L. Aitken
Danielle Bahnasy
Sara Y. Baldwin
Solomon Forte Barer
Kate Baumstein
Michelle Beaulieu
Lucy Deacy Benack
Hannah Rebecca Blas
Brooke Bokal
Gabriel A. Bongiorno
Matthew P. Bradshaw
Parker F. Chafetz
Jacob Citone
Olivia Keim Collavo
Mia Cruceta
Paul A. DeCostanza
Allyson DeCroce
Ilana Brooke Desmond
Bhavreet Dhandi
Megan Jessica DiBella
Shannon Leigh Doherty
Kathleen Rose Dugan
Taylor Andonesa Duval
Emilie V. Ernst
Maeva Farrell
John Fauvell
Carolyn R. Fon
Naman Garg
Justin Glickman
Miguel Gomez
Kai Higuchi
Jaclyn P. Jew
Benjamin H. Kahn
Maya A. Kallman
Elizabeth R. Kilpatrick
Margaret Kookkoek
Laura Rachel Koszer
Sarah E. Kromer
Emily T. Lancia
Lauren Sara Levine
Avery D. Lieber
John McDonald
T.J. McKiernan
Gaylenis Mendez Cabreja
Nicole Metrick
Lauren Metzdorff
Jared Mogul
Charlotte Monsour
Sophia Moskowitz
Mackenzie L. Murphy
Vishnu M. Nair
Denis F. Nakazawa
Sylvia M. Niemann
Narindra Persaud
Skyler J. Powers
Matthew R. Pressimone
John N. Rainieri
Kevin N. Reilly
Calista Kathryn Gonzaga Requijo
Aidan Robinson
Anmei I. Rupnick
Amelia Kaye Ryan
Callie Rose Sacks
Lea Safarpour
Kat Sanders
Orlando Santiago
Julia Schildwachter
Neha Shaikh
Eliana Vered Shaskan
Lucas J. Shea
Anastasia Shifchik
Henry D. Sinnott
Louis F. Somma
Jonathan Ethan Tuivy
Jillian Vinci
Julian A. Weissman
Hannah J. White
Larkin J. Wisdom
Hannah Elizabeth Zamor
Justin Zion

CANDIDATES FOR ALL-UNIVERSITY HONORS
Jake K. Cope
David Glazer
Julianne Mauro
Katherine Lily Molina
John Russo
Sephora Saint-Armand
Molly R. Singer
Rachel M. Smith
Brianna Y. Thai
Bryan T. Tricoche
## LOUIS STOKES ALLIANCE FOR MINORITY PARTICIPATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty Advisor</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scott Craver</td>
<td>Sara Figueroa, Joseph A. Muchnicki, Tommy J. Nunez, David Oladunjoye, Gabriel B. Osei, Britania Rose, Tomas J. Stepanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William J. Almanzar</td>
<td>Ryan Hund, Kenisha T. Jones, Marc Lewis, Marleen Moise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael A. Diaz Jr.</td>
<td>Taylor Duval, Luis Espiritusanto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MCNAIR SCHOLARS PROGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advisor</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gervlyne Auguste</td>
<td>Ifeoma Ezeilo, Stephen Perez, Jody Reveil, Sephora Saint Armand, Amanda Sprague-Getsy, Andrea Sprague-Getsy, Luz Velazquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanayaa Amonsanah</td>
<td>Diana Fabrizio, Michael Georgescu, Josue Lopez, Marleen Moise, David Moraga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Celestin</td>
<td>Edilynn Clermont, Felicia Molzon, Monica-Grace Mukendi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Chen</td>
<td>Travyse Edwards, Luis Espiritusanto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS SCHOLARS PROGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty Advisor</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dina Naples Layish</td>
<td>Christopher Fasano, Michael Peter Maceluch II, Keira Nicole Maurer, Arnav Prem Menon, Alyssa Pelkey, Savanna Rose Russiello-Tous, Liam John Shannon, Michael Joseph Thiem, Ryan Michael Topolovec, Jaclyn Tung, Erica Christina Vissichelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia Mariana Afkham</td>
<td>Zachary Giglio, Hope F. Gray, Maya A. Kallman, Jeremy Elliot Kesten, Joseph Thomas Kosinski, Julia Ann Losciale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Blanchard</td>
<td>Abigail Elizabeth Giambra, Jessica Suzanne Hockenberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Braz</td>
<td>Matthew L. Catton, Joanne Cheng, Arnav Prem Menon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Ray Burke</td>
<td>Allyson Megan De Croce, Michael Joseph Thiem, Ryan Michael Topolovec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Catton</td>
<td>Joanna Choudhary, Joseph Thomas Kosinski, Julia Ann Losciale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnnie St. Crocker</td>
<td>Keira Nicole Maurer, Arnav Prem Menon, Alyssa Pelkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson Megan De Croce</td>
<td>Savanna Rose Russiello-Tous, Liam John Shannon, Michael Joseph Thiem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DUAL-DIPLOMA PROGRAM**

_Oktay Sekercisoy, advisor_

Ahmed Said Acar
Birkan Ak
Nilgün İlayda Akalin
Beyza Akyüz
İlhan Alanya
Birce Nur Altunsu
Kerem Atasoy
Ege Bahçeci
Ayshe Bakar
Mert Can Balci
Selin Eyalı Bilen
Furkan Enes Çeltik
Uğurcan Demirci
Selçuk Ercan Fidan
Haluk Can Gavas
Nazli Guler
Kerem Gurses
Mustafa Ikbal Mehmedoglu
Ahmet Ogur

Hamza Şahin
Barış Şanlı
Göktuğ Selçuk
Ekin Sezgin
Çișel Tokdemir
Efe Cankat Türkmen
Hazar Yagci
Efehan Yakın
Gungor Yolaç
Aral Yucel

**AWARDS**

**CHANCELLOR’S AWARD FOR STUDENT EXCELLENCE**

Aneesa Addarich
Maya Kallman
Alyssa Vilda

**PRESIDENT’S AWARD FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT EXCELLENCE**

Peter Farquharson
Khaleel James
Amanda Sprague-Getsy
Luz Velazquez
Rhea Marfatia, _honorable mention_
Ziqi Zhou, _honorable mention_
Binghamton University opened its doors as Triple Cities College in 1946 to serve the needs of local veterans returning from service in World War II. Originally located in Endicott, five miles west of the present campus, the fledgling school was a branch of Syracuse University. Four years later, when the college was incorporated into the State University of New York, it was renamed Harpur College in honor of Robert Harpur, a Colonial teacher, patriot and pioneer who devoted his later years to settling the area around Binghamton.

Until 1953, Harpur College was one of only two public liberal arts colleges in the state. In 1961, the campus was moved across the Susquehanna River to Vestal. Growing enrollment and a reputation for excellence soon led to the selection of Harpur College as one of four doctorate-granting university centers in the state system. In 1965, the campus was formally designated the State University of New York at Binghamton. Binghamton University was adopted as its informal name in 1992.

Today, Binghamton University is known for the excellence of its students, faculty, staff and programs, and enrolls more than 18,000 students in programs leading to bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees. More than 14,200 students are undergraduates and more than 3,700 are graduate students. Its curriculum, founded on the liberal arts, has expanded to include selected professional and graduate programs, including the new Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) program launched in fall 2017, which is graduating its inaugural cohort this year.

The University offers more than 100 major degree programs across its academic divisions and is recognized as the most selective and prestigious university in the SUNY system. College guides such as the *Fiske Guide to Colleges* have dubbed Binghamton a “premier public university in the Northeast.”

Students actively take part in internships, education-abroad programs, honors programs, Division I athletics and many of the 450+ student organizations on campus. They enjoy attractive, comfortable living-and-learning residences, and they give faculty high marks for being approachable and inspirational.

Binghamton’s faculty and students come from more than 100 countries, bringing with them many different cultures and backgrounds and representing a wealth of ideas. It has an excellent research library, outstanding computer facilities, a superb performing arts center, a teaching greenhouse, a 190-acre Nature Preserve, an Events Center and more.

Binghamton is a highly regarded research university, yet, at the same time, is as accessible as a smaller school. Retention is well above national averages, and more undergraduates are admitted into nationally ranked, rigorous graduate programs than is the norm nationally for public research universities.
The shapes, colors and trim of gowns, hoods and caps indicate the academic degree, the school granting the degree and the subject of study. The higher the degree, the more elaborate the costume. Gowns are distinguished by the shape of the sleeves. Bachelors’ gowns have pointed sleeves, masters’ have sleeves cut square at the back and doctors’ gowns also have velvet facing and three velvet bars on the sleeves that are either black or a color indicating the degree: dark blue for philosophy; light blue for education; golden yellow for science; pink for music; orange for engineering; brown for fine arts; white for arts, letters and humanities; olive green for pharmacy; and copper for economics.

Hoods are distinguished by length, lined with the official color(s) of the conferring institution and trimmed with a color indicating the subject in which the degree is granted. Blue and gold, the color of the State University of New York, are in the hoods of all those who will receive a doctorate today, including honorary degree recipients.

The cap or mortarboard is black, with a long tassel that may be black or the color appropriate to the subject. Only doctors’ caps may have a tassel of gold thread. It is customary for graduates to move tassels from right to left after degrees are conferred.
International Flags

Binghamton University attracts students and scholars from across New York state, the country and the world. The international flags that hang in the Events Center during Commencement ceremonies and at other venues on campus during the academic year represent the more than 100 nations our students hail from. Flown since Commencement 1997, these flags are an important visual reminder that Binghamton University's strength lies in its people who represent a great variety of cultures, backgrounds and ideas.

The University Mace

A gift of the Class of 1993, the University mace represents the magisterial authority of the University as an institution of higher learning. Such symbols go far back into antiquity, their use proclaiming the power of the holder. Today, the mace stands for the pre-eminence of the world of knowledge.

Professor John Thomson of the Department of Art and Design undertook the commission by the Class of 1993 for the University mace. Nearly three feet long, it is made of hand-turned, polished walnut. The spherical head has two inset cast-bronze facets in the shape of medallions. One bears the seal of Binghamton University. The other carries a high-relief rendering of Pegasus, the flying horse of Greek mythology, which as a part of the seal symbolizes the University’s aspirations for its future.
TRUSTEES, COUNCIL AND ADMINISTRATION

CHANCELLOR
James Malatras

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Merryl H. Tisch, Chair
Cesar Perales, Vice Chair
Joseph Belluck ’89
Courtney Eagles Burke
Eric Corngold
Marcos Crespo
Robert Duffy
Christy Fogal
James Haddon
Bradley Hershenson, Student Representative
Gwen Kay
Eunice A. Lewin
Stanley S. Litow
Richard Socarides
Edward Spiro
Cary Staller
Camille Joseph Varlack

BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION
Harvey G. Stenger, President
Gregory Delviscio, Vice President for Communications and Marketing
Karen A. Jones, Vice President for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
John C. Koch, Vice President for Advancement
JoAnn J. Navarro ’93, MBA ’02, Vice President for Operations
Donald G. Nieman, Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, Interim Dean, Graduate School
Brian T. Rose, Vice President for Student Affairs
Bahgat Sammakia, Vice President for Research, Distinguished Professor, Mechanical Engineering
Sheila E. Doyle, Executive Director, Binghamton University Foundation
Patrick J. Elliott, Director, Athletics
Laura R. Bronstein, Dean, College of Community and Public Affairs
Upinder S. Dhillon, Dean, School of Management
Curtis Kendrick, Dean of Libraries, University Libraries
Celia M. Klin, Interim Dean, Harpur College of Arts and Sciences, Professor, Psychology
Gloria E. Meredith, Founding Dean, School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, Distinguished Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Mario R. Ortiz, Dean, Decker College of Nursing and Health Sciences
Krishnaswami Srihari, Dean, Thomas J. Watson College of Engineering and Applied Science, Distinguished Professor, Systems Science and Industrial Engineering

BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
Kathryn Grant Madigan, Esq., Chair
Linda H. Biemer
Anthony F. Fiala Jr., MBA ’99
Zachary Herz, Student Representative
Jennifer A. Lesko
Dennis C. McCabe, Esq.
James W. Orband, Esq., ’81
Matthew Salanger
Maureen D. Wilson, MBA ’83
COVID-19 GUIDELINES
Remain at least 6 feet apart from others at all times. Do not remove your mask while in the Events Center or on campus. Plan to meet your graduate off campus after the Grad Walk; there is no gathering permitted in or around the Events Center as we must prepare for the next group of graduates.

CONCESSIONS
Food and drink are not permitted in the Events Center.

EMERGENCIES
Police and emergency medical staff are on site. An EMS station is located on the concourse level of the Events Center. If you need assistance, contact the closest usher. (Ushers can be identified by their volunteer name badges.) In the event of a fire alarm, the building’s emergency horns and strobes will be activated. Guests should carefully exit the building through the nearest exit. Be aware that the closest exit may not be through the same doors through which you entered the building. Ushers will assist in the orderly evacuation of the building.

LISTING OF GRADUATES
Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degree or honors requirements. Students who filed a Spring 2021 Application for Degree or Graduate Application for Degree with the University’s Student Records Office by March 25 are guaranteed to be in the program. Those filed after the deadline may or may not appear, depending on the date of submission. Recognition of Latin honors is based on the grade-point average at the end of the previous semester. In-progress courses are not included.

LOST CHILD
In the event any children have been separated from their family, immediately notify the nearest Events Center staff member or police officer who will attend to the lost child. Event staff members will be wearing a black polo and a name tag.

PHONES
Guests are asked to silence cell phones for the duration of the ceremony. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

PHOTOGRAPHY
So that all may enjoy the majesty and joy of the occasion, we ask guests to refrain from approaching the stage to take pictures during the ceremony. Photographers from GradImages will be photographing our graduates as they cross the stage. For information on how to order prints, visit www.gradimages.com.

RESTROOMS
Restrooms are located on the east and west sides of the Events Center concourse.

SOCIAL MEDIA
For pictures and ceremony information, follow Binghamton University on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat.
# REGALIA HOOD COLORS

## GRADUATE CEREMONY

### Doctoral Degrees

- **DARK BLUE** (PHD)
- **APRICOT** (DNP)
- **LIGHT BLUE** (EDD)
- **OLIVE** (PHARMD)

### Master's Degrees

- **DRAB** (BUSINESS, ACCOUNTING, MGMT.)
- **WHITE** (ARTS AND HUMANITIES)
- **ORANGE** (ENGINEERING)

## CCPA CEREMONY

- **LIGHT BLUE** (EDUCATION)
- **PEACOCK BLUE** (PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION)
- **CITRON** (SOCIAL WORK)

## DECKER COLLEGE CEREMONY

- **APRICOT** (NURSING)
ALMA MATER

IN THE ROLLING HILLS OF BINGHAMTON

Words by Xin Engel, music by David Engel ’86, arrangement by Daniel Fabricius

In the rolling hills of Binghamton
’Neath everchanging skies
Where two gently flowing rivers meet,
We form our cherished ties.

Together we spend these years,
United in our aim.
Through our bold pursuit of excellence,
We proudly bear your name.

Chorus:
O Binghamton, we carry thee
With us for all our time
And through us individually
Forever may you shine.